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SUMARY %

The interface between the instructor and the simulation system of an -

airerew training device (ATD) is critical in establishing the effectiveness of
the device. While technology has provided a broad range of interface options,
the implementation has not always proven to be user-acceptable, user-friendly,
or training effective. As a result., the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory at
WillianLs AF-B, as part of a long-range training research and development program,
umdert.ook the development of a design guide for the instructor/operator stations
of A'Ds.

A two-phase effort was completed. Phase I involved a survey of represen-
tative operational weapon system trainers to collect data on existing problems
and recommendations. Phase II was concerned with the development of a design
guide and a protot.q)e instructor/operator station specification.

This report is the design guide and sample specification which were devel-

oped based on the results of the survey, the analysis of design data, and an
analysi, )t the instructor role and functions in the use of aircrew training
devices in aircrew training. The guide includes LOS design characteristics, a
list. of' functions which should be performed to accomplish training, a design S
guide for control and indicator panels, a list, of standard abbreviations for
use in data displays and panels, summaries of lessons leained from the surveys
in terms of' displays and controls, and a sample lOS specification.
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PREFACE

A two-phase effort was undertaken to develop a design guide for instructor F

operator stations. The first phase involved a survey of representative aircrew
training devices (ATD) and was conducted with the cooperation and assistance of
many AF training personnel. Their inputs in terms, of problems encountered and
recommendations were invaluable. The author wishes to express his appreciation
for their assistance and patience during the surveys.

This research and development supports the Training Technology goal as
outlined in the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory (AFH.RL) Research and
Technology Plan. The general objective of this goal is to identify and demon-
strate cost-effective strategies and new training systems to develop and main-
tain combat effectiveness. The work was performed by ICON, Inc., as a sub-
contractor to the University of Dayton Research Institute (Contract No. F33615-
84-C-0066) for the AF HRL Operations Training Division (AFHR/(JT) under Work Unit.
1123-03-79, with Dr. Gary S. Thomas as technical monitor. Mm

Dr. Gary Thomas of AFHRL/COI' provided technical direction for the project.
Mr. Craig McLean at the Simulator Systems Program Office assisted in coordinat-

ing the survey and providing valuable inputs and insight into the ATD develop-
ment process.
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INSTRU-rO/OPERATOR STATION DESIGN GU3IDE ,.,.[,

1. 0 INq"hODUCTIION -S

The instructor/operator station (1OS) provides the interface between the
simulator instructor and the aircrew training device (ATD). The characteristics
of the interface directly affect the effectiveness of training and hence, of the
training device itself.

1.1 Background

The United States Air Force undertook a series of research and development
(R&D) efforts in the mid-1980s to assess training device effectiveness. These
efforts looked not only at ATD utilization in training programs, but also at
the utilization of training and instructional features, and at user and instruc-
tor acceptance of the devices. The results in general revealed that not all
trainers were being utilized as expected, that user acceptance was not always
high, and that many trainer capabilities were not being utilized. The studies
indicated a wide variety of causal factors, ranging from a lack of user training
to changes in training objectives and weapon system modifications which were
not incorporated in the trainer. In addition, advances in technology were %
clearly impacting trainer IOS design, especially in control, display, and soft- %
ware capabilities. %

As a result, the Aeronautical Systems Division, through the Air Force Human

Resources Laboratory (AFH-RL) at Williams AFB, Arizona, undertook the dexelopment
of an 108 design guide.

1.2 Approach

The effort began with a survey of the iOSs of selected Military Airlift %

Conmmand (MAC) and Strategic Air Command (SAC) weapon system trainers at Altus
AFB, Little Rock AFB, and Castle AFB. In addition, a visit was made to Mc(on- .

nell AIB to review the KC-135R trainer. The objective was to collect data on
10 utilization including problems in operation and training. A design guide
was to be developed to fill the gap in existing I(XS design data ad methods ,.
such as human factors engineering, systems analysis, and instructional develop- ..

ment. The final task was to develop an tos specification to be incorporated
into a typical trainer procurement specification utilizing the design guide
material.

1.3 Purpos

The purpose of the guide is to provide the trainer system pr(curement statt
with sufficient. data and formats to specify an effective l(X(s) for future
ATDs. The guide, when used with existing system Wquisition guidos, humawn

factors engineering guides, and instructtional development. etorts, should result
in the design and developmient of an 10S that. is responsive to training require-
ments and to user needs and characteristics. At t.he same time, it should prvent
the recurrence of past design deficiencies.

.1<
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2.0 SCOPE

This guide applies to the procurement of all ATDs suporting aircrew train- -

ing from undergraduate pilot training through initial qualification, upgrade,

and special qualifications training.

3.0 APPLICABLE D(XUMENTS

3.1 Specifications

MIL-M-18012 Markings for Aircrew Station Displays, Design and Configura-

tion of

MIL-T-23991 Training Devices, Military, General Specification for

MIL-C-25050 Colors, Aeronautical Lights and Lighting Equipment, General
Specification for

MIL-C-29025 Communication Systems for Training Devices, General Specifi-
cation for

% .

MIL-C-29053 Training Requirements for Aviation Weapon Systems % %

J
MIL-S-38039 Systems, Illuminated, Warning, Caution, and Advisor, General .

Specification for

MIL-H-46855 Human Engineering Requirements for Military Systems, Equip-
ment and Facilities

MIL-C-81774 Control Panel, Aircraft, General Requirements for

MIL-T-82335 Trainer, Fixed Wing, Flight: General Specification for

:3.2 Standards
.

MIL-STD 1472 Human Engineering Design Criteria for Military Systems,
Equipment and Facilities

MIL-STD 411 Aircrew Station Signals %e%

MIL-STD 783 Legends for Use in Aircrew Stations and on Airborne Equipment
MIL-STD 203 Aircrew Station Controls and Displays for Fixed Wing Aircraft,

MIL-STD 250 Aircrew Station Control and Displays for Rotary Wing Aircraft

MIL-STD 1333 Aircrew Station Geometry for Military Aircraft

MIL-STm 721 Definition of Effectiveness Terms for Reliability, Main-

tainability, Human Factors and Safety S

FED-STI) 595 Colors

2
-2. ",



3.3 Air Force Publications

AF Regulation 50-8 Policy and Guidance for Instructional System Develop-
ment (ISD)

AF Regulation 50-11 Management of Training Systems

AF Regulation 57-1 Statement of Operational Need (SON)

AF Regulation 60-12 Planning and Scheduling Aircrews and Equipment -

AF Regulation 800-2 Acquisition Program Management

AF Regulation 51-series - Aircrew Training C

3.4 Other Publications

Diffrient, N., Tilley, A. R., & Bardagjy, J. C. (1974). Human scale 1/2/3...a
Cambridge, MA: MIT Press.

Diffrient, N., Tilley, A. R., & Harman, D. (1981). Human scale 4/5/6. Cam-
bridge, MA: MIT Press.

Diffrient, N., Tilley, A. R., & Harman, D. (1981). Human scale 7/8/9. Cam-
bridge, MA: MIT Press.

Galitz, W. 0. (1985). Handbook of screen format design (2nd ed.). Wellesley
Hills, MA: QED Information Sciences.

Kinkade, R. G., & Anderson, J. E.(1984). Human factors guide for nuclear power
plants control room development. Palo Alto, CA: Electric Power Plant
Research Institute.

McCormick, E. J. (1976). Human factors in engineering and design (4th ed.).
New York: McGraw-Hill.

Morgan, C. T., Chapanis, A., Cook, J. S., III, & Lund, M. W. (1976). Human
factors in engineering and design. New York: McGraw-Hill.

4.0 DEFINITIONS P

The following terms are used throughout the guide.

Simulator Training System - an integrated group of subsystemks consisting of

hardware, software, and personnel designed to conduct training of the air-
crew(s) of an operational system via simulation. A variety of subsystems may
be required to meet, the specified training objectives including simulations of

motion, vehicle dynamics, weapon system characteristics and capabilities,
geophysical environment, electromagnetic environment, warfare environment, and
any other aspect of the task re-quired for crewmember(s) training. A typical
simulator-based training system will consist of the fol lowing subsystem-,:

1. Trainee station or mockup,

" " m- - - - o Q . v o . . -. 4% , % ,, - '- ." . v' - ."€-" "-'". -"- -;-' '-' ''' '"-""." "-". -" " '"-""-""."



2. Computer system with software operating system,

3. Instructor/Operator interface,

.%%

4. Siulaton sotwar, an

5. Training software..,>

6. Visual simulation system, o te

7. Motion/vibration simulation system,

8. Sound simulation system, and

9. Acceleration ("g") simulation system

Cockpit or Crewstation Familiarization Trainer (cr) a training device

consisting of a crewstation mockup utilized to familiarize the aircrew imember"-,.
with the arrangement and location of controls and displays and to teach and

practice tasks such as checklist use and normal and emergency procedures se-..
quences. Controls and displays are not normally functional. "

Part.-Task Trainer (Ey'r) - a training device used to practice a specific %<e
task, generally a weapon system subsystem task such as normal and emergency ..

operation. The device provides a mockup of" relevant sections of the crew-
station, consisting of control and display panels related to the subsystem

learning objectives. Skills independent of other mission tasks are developed ''

for later integration with other aircrew tasks. '''"'

Cockpit or Crewstation Procedures Trainer (C FT) - a training device con-
sisting of a crewstation mockup utilized to teach the aircrew member specific

spystem operation inclking normal and emergency procedures. Relevant controls
qnsd displays are functional, but. no dnami simulation of the platform or of.

(-omple-t-f weapon system-, is implemented.'2"-

Operational Flight Trainer OVI) - a training device consisting of a
mpekup of the aircraft cockpit, with complete simulation of aircraft flight

characteristics and environment to permit training in aircraft handling, instr-"']iument flight predures relat l and elrelatedures, and integration

of piloting skills. Limited tactical maneuvers can also be trained. '

Mission Trainer (WT' - a training device consisting of a -rewstation mock-

ups) which rmits training on speifie mission tasks in a simulate environ-

metl The trainer provides weapon system operating m s or mission modes ihiehent
require tratical decision makir( ) - a trintegration of system operat-
ing skills. The trainee is contronted with in light situations that energize
aircraft sensors for target acquisition, identinicat ion, trafking, evasion, and
weapons management. res

Weapon System Trainer (WS'l - a training , osi ot a 'omplete imula-
tion of the weapon system, with full mowiup of' rehat its and dhai rimula-

aircat'tsensrs fr trgetacqusitin, dentt'iction trckin, evsion-an
weapons mnagement

.S ,'
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tion of system and warfare environments. Complete missions can be trained as
well as crew integration. .'

Instructor Operator Interface - the link between the instructor and the
trainer hardware and software system. It. includes the:

1. physical interface - the controls, displays, console/table, chair, and
other hardware installed at the instructor's normal position during training.

2. simulation interface - the functional interface with the simulation .

system which provides the instructor control over the simulation program,
including the motion and acceleration simulations, flight and weapon system
simulations, and environment simulations.

3. instructional interface - the functional interface with the training
system which provides the instructor control over the instructionaL features of
the training device, from training event preparation and briefing to debriefing
and training evaluation.

Instructor/Operator Station (lOS) - the designated position for the
instructor for implementing the training functions assigned.

Instructor/Operator Console (ICC) - a display and control assembly design-
ed to implement the instructor interface requirements. % %

Instructional Feature - an ATD hardware or software capability designed to
unburden the instructor and enhance his/her performance in instructing tasks 0
using the training device.

Operating Feature - an ATD hardware or software capability designed to
unburden the instructor and enhance his/her operation of the training device in
support of training functions.

Management Feature - an ATD hardware or software capability designed to V
unburden the instructor and enhance his/her management of training using the
training device. %

Simulator Instructor - a USAF-certified flight or weapon system instructor
trained to utilize the simulator training system in the implementation of' the
designated training course. 0

Simulator Operator- a USAF designated person trained in the detailed
operation of the training simulator, including computer system initialization,
utility systems operation, ancillary simulation system (e.g., visual, motion)
operation, training mission programming, and routine trainer operation in
support of training implementation. 0

5.0 10S CHARACT7-RI STICS

The characteristics of the l(k, as part of the ATD, are contingent on the
training requirements al located to the AT1) as a training medium. No meaningt'ul
All) or 108 can be specified in the absence of explicitly stated training obje--
tives. The Instructional System Development (IS)) pr(N-ess normally idontities_
training objectives and allocates them to selected media. Therefore, the weapon
system ISD effort must he completed to at. least the objectives. allcx-at ion stage

w
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p.

prior to developing the ATD and the 1OS functional description and subsequent
detailed specification. This includes completion of the task analysis and
development of the learning objectives.

IOSs are designed to meet specific interface objectives based on the

following requirements and constraints:

1. Training system functional requirements,

2. Manning concept,

3. Training course level,

4. Training strategy, and

5. Instructor location relative to trainee station(s).

The parameters are not independent. For example, instructor location is
partially a function of training strategy, which is in turn partially a function %

of training course level. However, each defines a characteristic reflecting a
system constraint or requirement.

Each IOS must be functionally defined in terms of these requirements prior
to design. The training device functional specification must integrate the IOS

P requirements into the totai simulator training system functional specification.
(The training system functional specification is developed from training objec-
tives and requirements, not weapon system or simulation system characteristics

and capabilities.)

The type and quantity of supporting training devices also determine what
training objectives will be allocated to a specific device. The lack of sep- %

arate familiarization and procedures trainers, for example, may result in the 4,

transfer of related training objectives to the WST. The result is the im-
position of a different set of instructor interface requirements to the 10S.
The WST trainee is assumed to have the skills and knowledge associated with

basic position qualification, including subsystem normal and emergency operating
procedures and basic tactical employment. The requirements interact with the

training course. Continuation training, for example, assumes that the trainee

meets the weapon system qualification entry skill and knowledge levels. Thus, D

operational units impose fewer constraints on IOS design in terms of training-

level support than do replacement training units.

5.1 Training Functional Requirements

As a training system element, the training simulator must be specified in

terms of training functional requirements. Although a variety of taxonomies

have been utilized to structure these requirements, all reflect the basic
training tasks from scheduling of the training event, through the conduct of the

specific event, to documentation and user training. Figure 1 outlines a typical

set of functions in flowchart format. Appendix A outlines these functions in

greater detail.

A modern computer-based simulation training system is potentially capable
of supporting all of the functions involved. Where other training systems are
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utilized, such as a training management or data system, an interface can be
utilized to integrate the trainer into the overall system. As a minimmn, a
terminal should be provided for simulator instructor use as the interface _
between the systems. To the extent that the ATD is not functionally supported
as part of an overall training system, the ATD "system" must support the train-
ing functions if it is to be effective.

For IOS design, the required training functions have been categorized in
terms of three major OS functions. These functions and their subelements are
shown in Table 1. The categories will be used in describing lOS design require-
ments where options for operators and instructors are reviewed.

Table 1. IOS Functional Requirements

Operating Functions

System power up
Program load (simulation/training program)
System readiness checks
System configuration for training
System reset/reboot S
Data store/processing
Scenario development/programming

Instructing Functions

Event preparation
Ai rcrew/staff briefing
Crewstation/console configuration
Scenario initialization
Instructing/performance monitoring
Performance evaluation/assessment
Performance problem analysis/diagnosis
Aircrew/staff debriefing
Instructor training/standardization/certification

Managing Functions V

Trainer scheduling
Aircrew scheduling
Instructor/operator scheduling
Aircrew training records maintenance/interface
Instructor/operator records maintenance/interface
Trainer syllabi development/control
System utilization/status reporting 0
Training effectiveness analysis
Trainer configuration control

The three functional categories also define three different users in terms
of jobs and qualifications (if the functions have been allocated to manual
operation). These are:

1. System operator - typically a simulator technician/computer operator,

Z8
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2. Simulation instructor - a weapon system position-qualified person who

has completed instructor training including 
trainer utilization,

3. Training manager - typically a syllabus or course unit manager with ex-
perience and responsibilities in training operations and management.

Optimization of the manning of the 1OS requires consideration of the
functions involved and the skills and knowledge necessary. It also requires
designing the IOS to reflect the three different jobs involved; e.g., grouping

of controls and displays should be based on user characteristics and needs, as
well as required integration with other types of users and stations.

5.1.1 Operating Functions. The operating functions are of two types:

1. System operation to establishing training system readiness; e.g.,
power-up, checkout, and configuration.

2. Computer system operation to conduct training, e.g., scenario program-
ing, data processing and system modifications.

In summary, operating functions are concerned with the operation of the S
simulation subsystems (hardware and software) to support training.

5.1.2 Instructing Functions. Instructing functions are of three types:

1. Training preparation functions; e.g., review of training data, conduct-
ing briefings, initializing the trainer, and configuring the crewstation and

LOS for the training exercise to be conducted.

2. Training functions; e.g., scenario modification to meet aircrew special
requirements, monitoring and evaluating performance, implementing instructional
features, and providing guidance and real-time feedback.

3. Terminating functions; e.g., debriefing, scoring/grading, and completion

of training records.

In summary, instructing functions include all the functions related to

implementing training, given an operationally ready training device.

5.1.3 Management Functions. Management functions are of four types:

1. Scheduling functions; e.g, scheduling the trainer, operators, instrue-'A
tor(s) and student(s).

2. Data functions; e.g., maintaining student, instructor, and trainer
records and reports.

3. Design functions; e.g., developing scenarios, missions, and training

events including, for example, initial condition options, performance measure-

ment algorithms, offensive system characteristics, and environments.

4. Training functions; e.g., training of the instructors, operators, and

other users in trainer operation.

9 . . ,
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In sunmary, management functions include all of the off-line or background b

functions required to schedule, design, and document training and trainer

activities.

5.2 Manning Concept

The manning concept refers to both the quantitative and qualitative charac-
teristics associated with ( manning. The types of personnel utilized range
from operational aircrew members to contract personnel. The implications for

IOS design are significant. and must be reflected in the lOS design requirements.
The various manning options can be described in terms of four categories:

1. Operational instructors,

2. Simulator instructors,

3. Simulator instructor-operators,

4. Simulator operators.

5.2.1 Operational Instructors. Operational aircrew instructors are defined as •
AF personnel who are weapon system qualified and have completed instructor
upgrade training. Included, for example, are instructor pilots, instructor
navigators, instructor flight engineers, and instructor gunners. Operational
instructors are typically also instructor qualified in the aircraft. They may
also be qualified as academic instructors.

A relatively high instructor turnover rate will exist, in that the person-
nel will typically rotate out of the job in about 2 years (including training
time). Thus, on-the-job experience cannot be utilized to achieve the required
instructor capability or qualification.

Operational simulator instructors impose the following requirements on IOS -

design:

1. Since time in the job will be minimal, simulator operation training
time must be minimal and should typically not involve more than 20 hours of
academics and 20 hours of hands-on training (including the instructor qualifica-
tion event). Qualification requirements will be contingent on the trainer
design characteristics but will normally not include programming tasks, such as
simulator mission programming, unless the task is integral to normal operation.

2. Positive transfer of operational weapon system skills to simulator
operation must be maximized and negative transfer of simulator operating skills
to weapon system operation minimized. This will require that: 0

a. Documentation language and operation terminology must be in avia-

tion and especially, in weapon system terminology;

b. Repeater display arrangement and appearance should be identical to -

the weapon system aircrewstation involved, whether accomplished with actual or
simulated system hardware;

10
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c. Displays, controls, and control panels should be configured in
accordance with aeronautical design standards and specifications, and the .

actual weapon system crewstation design; -6

d. Where conflicting design guides exist, the following priorities
shall be used (in sequence):

" weapon system aircrewstation design;

" aeronautical design specifications, standards, and drawings;
" human engineering design criteria.

5.2.2 Simulator Instructors. The dedicated simulator instructor is one whose
sole training function is conducting training using the training device.
Personnel of two different backgrounds are utilized and impose differing re- :'

quirements on IOS design: (a) AF personnel with flight, and possibly weapon
system, experience; and (b) contract instructors who may have flight experi-
ence, but not necessarily weapon system experience.

Simulator operation training for AF personnel must be limited to about 40
hours of academics and hands-on training, with no more than an additional 2
weeks of observation and monitored instructing. Turnover of personnel will

normally occur each 3 to 4 years. P

Contract instructors can be required to be proficient in the operation of
the trainer in all modes, and in its use in implementing the training course.
Turnover is not a problem.

5.2.3 Simulator Operator/Instructors. Simulator operators/instructors have
expertise in trainer operation, but limited system operational expertise. '-

Therefore, this manning option provides individuals skilled in trainer
technical operation, but not necessarily possessing instructional skill in
system tactical or operational capabilities and nuances. A wide variety of
personnel backgrounds can be utilized. Therefore, the lOS subsystem must be
designed to the unique qualifications of the proposed manning. Typically,
instructional tasks such as performance assessment and scenario tailoring may
need to be supported by the training Pystem software.

5.2.4 Simulator Operators. Simulator operators are trained in the details of
simulator system/subsystem operation and "line-level maintenance. The operator -
typically has no training or experience in the weapon system. The operator
training course generally consists of the first level of the trainer maintenance

course.

Simulator operators can perform two types of training functions; they can

serve as a "training instructors" for automated mission/qualification simulator 5

events and as instructor support "technical experts" on trainer capabilities
implementation. Thus, a high level of automated instruction must be incor- %

porated if a simulator operator manning concept is to be implemented.

5.2.5 Caveat. Though the established manning concept can be utilized to es-
tablish the IOS requirements, the possibility and probability of alternative
console/station manning must be considered. For example, contract instructcrs
permit greater freedom in design of the displays and controls, since an instruc-
tor specifically trained to utilize the trainer will be provided. However, an AF

11



opraioalinstructor may be required to conduct the simulator 'check ride" 'e:

event and most certainly wilil conduct, the advanced tactics and mission qualifi- -

cation training events. Thus, the lOS must be designed with the potential for -
'novice operator" use unader certain conditions. The required capability imst,?.

W, W-.

be well def'ined.'-

5.3 'raining Course bevel

a

The type of training conducted has been shown to significantly alter the

trainer control functions required and uti lized. The trainer courses supported ''u:by ATDs incld e the following: .d-isof

I. Initial Qualification Training (Phase 1) ,

2. Qalification Training (Phase Im) l

3. Continuation Training (Phase Ill) cal m,

4. Upgrade Trainingl

5. Stpeial olaining c

t ach level imtses different instructor requirements, especially in terms
of instructor-simulator interaction.

5.3.1 Initial Qualification Training (Phase 1). Initial qualification training

provides basic training on a new system. The course can be divided into three .' -o
ihases : 

.. "a 1

1. Familiarization Training - concerned with acquainting the trainee with
the general characteristics of the system and the configuration and layout of
the crewstation. At the conclusion of training, the trainee is expected to '"

know the location and function of all controls and displays, and be familiar 5-.with all subsystem s and crewstation components, including eating, lighting,

oxygen, and escape and restraint devices.

A "faital iarization trainer is norally used tio support the training. The
Crv exemplifes this type of' trainer.

2. Proci-edures Training - concerned with teaching the trainee the normal
and emergency operating procures for the crewsttion system. At the con- an l"-"o

eclsion of trainmng, the trainee is expected to be able to power up, operate,
power doth , and perform specified emergency prol edures for each system involved.
No tactical use ofa the systaems is involved. i

Procedures trainers are normally used to support thhis type ot" training. The
Inclu edx are the cis and specialy designed equinent procedures trainers.

3. P usition [Training - concerned with teaching the trainee the tasks and

tntions required at the crewstation. Integration of subsystem procedural
skills is involved. At the conclusion of" training, the trainee is expeeted to b ltpe , e_
be able to operate all of the equiment and perfortm all ot the tunctions of the

position independently of other crewmembers. Basic tactical employment. can be
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included. For pilots, for example, position training includes training in
basic flight maneuvers and instrument flight.

-e
Part-task trainers or position trainers are normally used to suppxort this

type of training. These include the oF-T and the V7 type of' trainers.

4. Crew Training - concerned with initial mission qualification. Integra- Vp
tion of all skills and knowledges needed both individually and as a crew is
required. Basic mission training and qualitication training are included.

Full crew trainers are normally used to support this training. These in-
elude the WST and if.

At the conclusion of Initial Qualification Training, the trainee is ex-
pected to be qualified in the crew position.

Phase I training also includes: "difference training," which is concerned
with training crewmembers in a different series of the same aircraft in which
they are currently qualified; and "upgrade training," which is concerned with %
training mission qualified personnel in new crew positions (e.g., plane corn-
mander or radar navigator).

5.3.2 Qualification Training (Phase 11). Qualification training continues after
initial qualification training and is concerned with the training and qualifica-
tion of the crewmember to perform a unit's specific mission.

A WST or MT is used to support qualification training as appropriate,
except that an OFT or PI can be used to support subsystem/part-task or refresh-
er training such as pilot and copilot instrument flight qualification and
unusual flight maneuver training.

5.3.3 Continuation Training (Phase III). Continuation training is conducted at.
the operational unit and is concerned with maintaining crewmemher position
qualification and proficiency.

A WST or MT is used to support training, except, that an Ol' or I'P can be "
used to support specfic subsystem or tactics training, and refresher training
such as pilot and copilot instrument flight qualification and unusual flight.
maneuver training.

5.3.4 Upgrade Training. Upgrade training is concerned with training for ad-
ditional qualifications such as radar navigator, aircraft commander, and in-
structor. Position upgrade involves initial qualificat ion training for the new
position.

The same trainers as those used in the initial qualifitati n training
phase are used as appropriate for upgrade training.

5.3.5 Special Training. Special training involves unique training requirements
in special tasks, systems, missions, or tactics. AT)s aro usted, ais feasible, to
support. the unique training requirements.

,N,,1p e
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5.4 Training Strategy

Training strategy refers to the mode of instruction employed by the in-
structor. The options range from instructor conducted uemonstrations, with the
student observing (student "hands-off"), to instructor observation of trainee
performance (instructor "hands-off"). The modes can be grouped into three
categories in terms of instructor level-of-involvement as follows:

1. Tutor level,

2. Interactive level, and

3. Monitor level.

The categories impose significantly different requirements on IOS design.
For example, the monitor level or hands-off observation strategy imposes major
requirements for trainee performance data collection for trainee debriefing,
since little instructor interaction occurs during the training event itself.
Direct interaction strategy, on the other hand, imposes major simulation control
requirements, since, for example, the instructor requires options to freeze and %

modify the simulation and scenario in real time.
I

The instructing mode also interacts significantly with the type of training
course involved, as will be discussed in the next section.

5.4.1 Tutor Level. At the tutor level, the instructor is imparting knowledge
and procedures directly to the trainee, in a one-on-one approach. This method
is used primarily for the weapon system familiarization, basic position train-

ing,and initial procedures phases of training. Trainer devices used vary from
a CFf for familiarization and orientation training to procedures trainers

providing segmented mission simulations.

5.4.2 Interactive Level. At the interactive level, the instructor is presenting
problems, assisting in initial solutions as necessary, and providing practice
and qualification problems. Direct instructor interaction with the trainee
generally diminishes as proficiency is gained in the tasks being trained. The
ATDs used are typically part-task trainers, which permit presenting task prob-
lems (part-mission tansks) to the student across the spectrum of tasks involved

in the mission.

5.4.3 Monitor Level. At. the monitor level, the instructor functions primarily
as an exercise/scenario controller or trainee manager and evaluator. Interac-
tion is minimal. Fxercises and missions are well defined and typically involve
full mission execution from mission briefing to mission debriefing.

5.5 Instructor Location

The location of the instructor is a major determinant of IOS requirements.
Although a wide variety of specific locations are feasible, generally three
variants are major determiners of 106 design:

1. Remote I0S - The IOS is remote from the trainee station; i.e., isolated
physically from the trainee station(s). An instructor/operator console located
in a place separate from the trainee mockup is an example.

14
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2. On-board Remote IOS - The OS is adjacent to or on-board the trainee 6
station/mockup but remote from trainee activity. An instructor console located -
behind the trainee station is an example.

3. On-board Over-the-Shoulder 1IS - The 10S is adjacent to or on-hoard the :7
trainee stations and within visual observation of trainee activities/pertor-
mance. A jump-seat instructor station located between the pi lot and copilot. is
an example. Direct observation of trainee activity is an integral feature of AL
such a station.

Varying combinations of the stations may be required where the trainer
supports different phases of training with different manning constraints and
training strategies.

e
The following discussion of each type of IOS assumes that a technician

will be available "on-call" for troubleshooting, on-line maintenance, and
technical operation support. Thus the IOS does not support maintenance fun(-
tions in its normal mode of operation.

5.5.1 Remote IOS. The remote IOS is a self-contained simulator IS. As such,
it provides:

1. Controls for all instructor simulator operation and training event,

implementation; and "

2. Displays for monitoring trainee performance, simulated system status,
and training device status.

The remote IOS is not the computer system operating console, which is S'

normally located with the computer equipment.

The remote IOS option is typically utilized for WSTs supporting continua-
tion and mission qualification training where the trainees have the required
position skills. They are being trained to function as a crew and for specific 1

missions.

Figure 2 depicts a typical remote IOS in the form of a console. The
console is designed for operation by one instructor. Two general-purpose S
cathode-ray tubes (CRTs) and cockpit repeater multifunction displays (MWs) are
used. Figure 3 depicts a typical overall layout using two remote consoles for
the two trainee stations (flight and offensive systems).

5.5.2 On-Board Remote IOS. The on-board, but isolated instructor station
performs the same functions as the remote IOS, except, that, space, weight, and

,* operating design constraints normally limit the functions performed at the
station. Over-the-shoulder instructing is often supported in this manner, and

* partially justifies the on-board location. Therefore, display requirements can
be reduced to the extent that the instructor is provided the capability of'

directly viewing trainee activity and trainee displays and controls. The

isolation of the instructor from ready access to the supporting training sub- 5
system control generally imposes a requirement for the stand-by support. of at.
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least a technician. This is especially true for motion-based systems where the %

instructor may not be able to access trainer utility system control panels
wi.thout interrupting the on-going simulation.

The on-board remote station is typically used where there is the pos-
sibility that direct contact with and monitoring of the trainee may be required,
but where control of complex training tasks is also required. Thus, it is often
used with part-task trainers such as OFTs, PTs, and position trainers. The
trainee will generally have completed the familiarization and basic procedures S

training and thus have the basic knowledge and skill involved, but requires
additional practice throughout the system's performance envelope.

Figure 4 depicts a typical on-board remote 108. Figure 5 illustrates a
typical layout of the console for a trainee station located on a motion plat-

form. 0

5.5.3 On-Board Over-the-Shoulder OS. The on-board over-the-shoulder station .5
presents the most severe constraints to 10 design, since control and display
area and instructor space are minimal -- especially on motion-based trainee
stations, where the instructor is confined by a lap belt. Instructor eye-to-
display/control distances can create readability problems. Trainee positions S

typically block the instructor's view of some control/display areas. Lighting
conditions will generally be restrictive in that weapon system lighting will be
used. Int.erphone communications and communication simulations present equally
difficult implementation problems.

The station is typically used in the early stages of initial qualification
training, where the instructor functions in the "tutor" mode and d*rect contact ..-

with the trainee is required both tc impart knowledge and to observe and cri-
tique trainee performance. Thus, the station is typically used in familiariza-
tion, orientation, and initial procedures training.

Figure 6 depicts the typical layout of an on-board over-the-shoulder JOS.
It consists of a seat on rails, which can be moved forward to a position
between the two pilots, a work table; a control panel; and a remote control
unit.. Figure 7 shows a typical panel; this panel provides communication con-
trols, lighting controls, and the trainer freeze control. Figure 8 depicts a
typical portable unit used for controlling the trainer from the over-the-shoul-
der position.

5.5.4 Mixed Options. Providing both a remote and an on-board instructor station

is an option. The approach results in a higher instructor/operator-to-student
ratio but. can simplify the control and display mechanization. Manning of the

remote 1OS by a simulator operator can reduce operating costs but requires the
location of all instructor displays and controls at the on-board station. S

On-board stations are often designed to function as both a remote and an

over-the-shoulder station by mounting the instructor seat on tracks, which
permit moving to a position close to the trainee.

Figure 9 depicts an on-board station that incorporates both the on-board S

remote and the on-board over-the-shoulder options. It consists of a console
such as that shown in Figure 4. Each instructor's chair can be moved to an -

'.%
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over-the-shoulder instructing position. A remote control unit such as that
depicted in Figure 8 is provided for trainer control. &--S
5.6 IOS Characteristics Summary

The parameters which determine the IOS requirements are:

I. Simulator training functional requirements

" preparing for training
" briefing trainees and staff'
" initializing the simulation
" conducting training
" evaluating trainees
e debriefing trainees and staff
" documenting training conducted 1-6e
" developing exercises/missions
" training instructors -for

The functions can be grouped under three categories as follows:

* operating requirements
" training requirements
" management requirements

2. Manning Concept

* operational instructors
9 simulator instructors
" simulator instructors/operators
" operators

3. Training Course Level

" Initial Qualification Training
" Mission Qualification Training
" Continuation Training ,
" Upgrade Training 0
" Special Training

4. Training Strategy

e tutor
* interactive instructor
* monitor/debriefer instructor

5. Instructor Location

e remote from trainee station
* on-board station, remote from trainees 0
" on-board adjacent/over-the-shoulder '77'

4V1
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6.0 LOS FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
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The generic functions involved in implementing training utilizing an ATD

were outlined in Section 5.1. The translation of these into functional require- IJ

ments for a specific trainer is accomplished through the analysis and synthesis
of training requirements data. These data are developed utilizing the ISD

methodology and include: -

1. Training objectives allocated to the training device, with performance
requirements;

2. Training course outlines;

3. Manning constraints and concepts; a-'

4. Training system components (in particular, supporting training devices);
and -

5. Trainer facility conceptual layout.

Each training function must be analyzed in terms of these data to develop
a functional statement or description of the ATD. The task is the first step in S

the ATD acquisition process and provides the basis for the development of the

detailed acquisition specfication.

The synthesis process required is iterative, and each iteration
refines and validates the system concept to be employed.

Feasible allocations of functions will be reviewed. The final choice(s)

must reflect design constraints and training objectives. The feasibility of

each set of allocated functions must be validated against all constraints,

including manning.

6.1. Preparation Function
-..-

The preparation function includes the following training subfunctions:

1. Identifying the training event in terms of trainees, training time,
trainer to be used, the course event, and the status of the simulator.

2. Assembling required training data, including trainee training history

relative to the trainer, training event descriptions, performance recording

forms, and initialization data. .

3. Review of data by the instructor.

4. Developent/formulation of' the training session in detail, including

detailed mission characteristics and trainee/staff briefing.

The preparation function can be implemented in three general ways:

1. The instructor can perform the function manually (e.g., collect the data S

required from schedules, printed course outlines and telephone calls to training
and facility managers).
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2. The instructor can use an independent computer-based training data
management system (e.g., the required information can be reviewed at a separate
data terminal).

3. The instructor can use a training data management subsystem incorporated %IeN
into the training device and queried by the instructor from an IOS data term- "'
inal, provided the capability is available without interfering with ongoing

training; i.e., it must be implemented in a background mode.

6.2 Briefing Function

The briefing function includes the following subfunctions:

1. Briefing the trainee on the objectives of the training event, procedures"
to be used, and any trainer problems. 4

2. Briefing the training support staff on the procedures to be employed and
support functions to be provided.

The briefing function can be implemented in two ways: -

1. The instructor can develop the briefing from printed materials and %

notes and deliver it as a lecture. ;. .

2. The instructor can employ a trainer briefing station utilizing stored

course and exercise/scenario data, along with student training history data
available off-line in trainer briefing areas. The terminal could utilize many
of the instructional features available at the main WOS, such as demonstrations, .

replay, freeze, reset, and hard copy to support the briefing.

6.3 Initializing Function

The initializing function includes the following subfunctions: .

1. Configuring the trainer system to meet, the event requirements including

configuring the simulation system, the trainee station(s) and the instructor

station(s).

2. Initializing the simulation system to the training event starting

conditions, including control loading, and motion and visual systems it' used.

3. Establishing system readiness in terms of trainee, trainer systems
(including communications), and staff and verifying area security.

The initializing function can be implemented in a wide variety of ways -
ranging from fully manual to fully automated. Effective implementation will
fully address the IOS requirements, particularly manning, course level, and

instructor location requirements.

6.4 Training Function 0

The training function includes the following subfunctions:
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1. Controlling the simulation to implement the selected training event; -P
this would include simulations of the environment (geophysical, electronic,
warfare, etc.), controllers, threats and other aircraft/platforms, "missing"
crewmnember actions/inputs, and inserting/removing malfunctions. ,/-.,

2. Monitoring trainee performance, including procedures, techniques, skill
level, attitude, and approach.

3. Monitoring simulator pert'ormance, including motion and visual systems.

4. Instructing the trainee, including providing of feedback, demonstra- ,%
tions, operational data, knowledge, and correct procedures.

5. 1Rcording data for feedback, debriefing, scenario changes, hardware and
software reports, and inputs to the trainee's training file.

The training function can be implemented in a wide variety of ways, from
completely manual to highly automated. Manual implementation of the function
is, in general, unsatisfactory since the instructor workload is generally high
and limits the instructor's ability to accomplish trainee monitoring, perfor-
mance evaluation, and diagnostic functions.

6.5 Evaluation Function

The evaluation function includes the following subfunctions:

1. Establishing whether trainee performance meets criteria or is within .
the learning "envelope."

2. D)iagnosing learning problems.

3. Developing/modifying the training to remediate learning difficulties.

The evaluation fumction implemation can be manual or trainer computer
system supported. The level of the training course is a major determinant of
the support required by t.he instructor. Complex mission training generally
necessitates support in term- of performance measures and summaries, such as
weapon scores, jamming effect iveness, navigation accuracy, threat. effectiveness,
and subsystem utilization.

6.6 Debriefing Function.

The debriet'ing fuinction includes the following subfunct.ions:

1. Debriefing the trainees on the training mission, including a review of
objectives, procedures, performance, problems, arid reconnendat ions. . -.

2. Dehriefing the training support staff in t.erT of problems, performance,
and re'ommeridrat ions.

The dfthriet'ing t'uriction implementation may vary from completely manual to
trainer system supported in terms of a -debriefing station" where support may
range from replay of instructor displays and hard copy to instructional features
such as freeze and performance measurement.
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6.7 Documenting Function%

The documenting function includes t he to I Iot ing S-Uhturit( llkI

1. Updating the trainee's training re'ord.

5.%

2.Completing trainer utilization arid (isc'e, io 1Po(S

3. Completing reports on recommended o'hanges to t hi t i~ijiilg m -isi

problems encountered, and operatig!trai ing roommeniat isr'

The documnenting function implementation may vary from completely manual
to data base support utilizing an IOS data terminal. .

6.8 Developing Training Events Function

The develIoping trai ni ng events furict i on I nio I ue t hot I't I I ig -ilit ti ik
tions:

1. Incorporating any changes and new missions.L
... ie

2. Implementing the changes and new lt~irM

3. Validating the changes arid new missions.

Implemen tat ion of the dexePlIopi ng t ra in inrg o-et *-I t 1- .1;~ 1i itt lil
the implementation of the initialize antd trainirip tojrt i-n- 1'''] it l

use of' programmned exercises willt involve twok lov-%(Is (& ltt-iaw i~lK t.. lit'~5

novice user"' and the systems progrrrimer. I'i pp) r t h- I-rnii-l it,11 ltI

must have the capabilIity of modi fy I rig prog-aninited mat, r Fi a I I kt ink .- '-

training requirements prtior to I he t rati i ni tevorit , :in t I ,I t,;kit lI.i 1, 'it I. ,d

biased on e\ i st irig opt i oni,,. Iv- I'i pi g~tr~ sit~ 1 It, I . , i I I I

to implement modifications to the data bases and new esr~/c~a~~

6 .9 Trairoriigot_ of-he -I ist ilti I' lit ],It

IV.- Traintingitt theiin-iig hut ll in it itiri t' V it. ' i n .

t rai ninrg aiise~ ndt Ili let i t t tlii iC i'

imp I eneritatIion (it t ht l iti

4. '(-rifyirig that in-strijtt irl -ttai t rirt i-i

Tho t r ;i r) Irig ot t t, i ti- l it ti I 114 ii n --li P: I> I .

Wa> rang inrg fr .n *s tl ind Li i' 1 ii -1-,, t i -

s1i]j)p()rti ed ttmpiit r-;i i led Int1 tVlht I I it.
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6.10) Surnmary .

The trainer system functional speciftication must. address all of the train- 0
ing functions it an effective ATD is to be achieved. Standard systems design
and development acquisition procedures can be utilized.

7.0 IO.s ()LD:SIGN REQWI REMNTS

The following general guidelines have been developed to aid in IOS design.
They reflect NT-eriences with a variety of existing WSTs including Cl's, OWrs,
17's, and WSTs. The major parameters which must be considered are reviewed.

7.1 lOS Configuration

The configuration of' the 10S includes its location and arrangement within
the trainer complex and its configuration in terms of basic subsystems. The
contiguration must reflect the manning concept, the training course level or
content, and the location of the instructor relative to the trainee. In

general, the remote 108 is used for the monitor/debriefer instructor role; the
on-board over-the-shoulder 10S, for the tutor instructor role; and the remote
on-board [(0, for the interactive instructor role. I.A

7.1.1 Remote I08. The remote 10S is typically a console from which the instruc-
tor(s) can control and monitor the simulation and trainees. The following %
general requirements govern its configuration:

1. The console should be positioned such that the instructor can view the-N
mo-kup area, esIecially if a motion platform is used, to ensure safety and to

observe the behavior of the platform. It' the console height is such that it
would prevent instructor from viewing the area from a normal seated position,
the c'onsole c-an tbe positioned in such a way that the area can be viewed to
either the right or left side of the console. •

2 The console should be looated such that it. does not. block the path of .'".

t r-ainees go1 ng to and from the trainee station.

:i. Tht. -onsoie should be located such that it is not. in the same area
"hy i-, i it ors and ob-,ervers are brought to watch training operations.

4. Adju.,t.ahle overhead lighting is essential.

.5. I(0 area temprature control must be provided.

t;. ight lo'at ions must b- such that, no glare is produced. ,

7. If multiple consoles are utilized, console proximity must be such that
'oi,. conmuniwat ion between inst.ructor personnel and sharing of displays (if

requi rfi I are hIe'

8. Tht, (,onsole configurat ion should permit the instructor to operate all S
,-ntr(,ls and view all displays without changing positions, other than turning to
the con.tole being used.
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9. Instructor hard-copy devices should be located in ready proximity of the
IOS,,

10. The working surface/counter for the instructor should be at least 16 r
inches in width.

7.1.2 Remote On-Board IOS. The remote on-board lOS is typically a console .1
located in the vicinity of the trainee station. The following general require-
ments govern its configuration:

1. The console configuration must permit the instructor to view all dis-
plays and operate all controls from a normal seated position. On motion-base
platforms, this includes operation with restraint devices fastened.

2. General lighting for the console shall be adjustable from the console.

3. Lighting locations shall be such that no glare is produced. If the
trainee station lighting produces a glare, nonreflective coatings and/or shields
shall be provided.

4. Hard-copy devices should be located either adjacent to the console or
in the vicinity of the entrance to the trainee station.

5. The working surface/counter should be at least 16 inches in width and
equipped with restraints to prevent books, manuals, and pencils from sliding off
the counter under normal use.

7.1.3 On-Board Over-the-Shoulder IOS. The on-board over-the-shoulder lOS is

typically located adjacent to and behind the trainee station, such that the
instructor can observe both the trainee's displays and control operations. The
following general requirements govern its configuration. . -.

1. The instructor seat should be located so as to maximize the viewing of
trainee actions and displays. Instructor options for raising and moving the
seat shall be provided if necessary to achieve the required positions.

2. Ancillary display(s) shall be provided to present display and control
data beyond the viewing range of the instructor. -

7.2 lOS Layout

The layout of the 1OS includes the arrangement of the various control
panels and display devices utilized at the station. The 10S layout varies as a
function of the location, the training strategy, and the level of training being
conducted.

7.2.1 Remote IOS. Because the instructor cannot see the trainee station dis-

plays and control actions, the remote OS must contain all of the displays and
controls required for training. This includes all displays required to monitor
the trainee's performance relative to the training objectives. The console must.

provide the instructor with training system status and rontrol, mission status 5
and control, weapon system status, trainee station status, and trainee perform-
ance information. In general, the following guidelines shall govern the layout:
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I. A plot, display and a data display are required and should be located

d irfN'tly in front of the instructor. If repeater displays are utilized, they
should also kbe located in front of the instructor. Time sharing of the plot
display is not feasible for most, systems. ..- ,.

. Trainer ut ility system and subsystem operation panels should be located
at the sides of the console, along with other displays and controls that are
used infrequently or used only to initialize and terminate the operation of the
training system. .,

J. The communication control panel (intercommunication system and radios)
should be located in the center area of the console.

4. Instructional and feature controls should be located in the center area

of* the console. S

7 .2.2 On-Poard Remote 10. The same general requirements for layout as those

used for the remote IOS should be used for the on-board remote lOS. In addi-
tion * NO

.*1t"

1. Trainer utility/subsystem controls and displays must be kept to a 0
minimun. Power-up and checkout functions, for example, should not be located at ',,..

the 10S.

2. The I(OS should be Iocated or screened such that students cannot view
the 10.5 displays or observe instructor actions.

3. Storage, accessible to the instructor in a normal seated position, must
be* provided for required checklists, manuals, and instructional materials,
esfp' a I> on mot ion plattorits.

4. Sp,(cial attention must. be paid to minimize reflections, especially of 1"
IOS displays at the student station such as on the cockpit windscreen.

7..3 On-Roard (A-er-the-Shoulder IOS. The on-board over-the-shoulder IOS

typic'ally consists of a i imited trainer cont.rol unit, comnmumications panel, and

anc i I lary display uni it . The f'oIlowing general guidelines apply:

h. 'l10 i',ntT'ols must h(- accessible to and displays readable by the in- S
st ru -t or' fro)m his[/her normnal position. On mot ion platforms, t.h is wi 11 be from

a seateod [)si tin with restraint, devices in place. On non-motion platforms,
this will be from a normal instructing po sition.

Z. The c .rtre Is mus t proide For the hasic" operation of the trainer,

i ' ir g: I

" ime rger,'' t rairir shiitot' '

" Freze
e iri tial izati on o F an ex .rc ise"
* m; IIt it- t i(n iriser't i oni/ remo\;-a I
e c',)lliiiriii';it ions,, beoth (S and radios S
Ser r. ironimnt mod i t'ication
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7.2.4 Combination On-Board IO. The combined requirements for the remote and
over-the-shoulder IOS apply in general and include:

1. Seat rails or other secure means for permitting the instructor to move
from the remote position to the over-the-shoulder position must, be provided on
motion-based stations. Implementation must ensure that the instructor can N.
safely and securely move between the two positions with the motion base acti-
Vated.

2. Lighting conditions at, the remote LOS location shall be compatible with
trainee position lighting.

3. Over-the-shoulder operations shall be activated when necessary by a
single control located at both the remote and the over-the-shoulder positions. -

7.3 10S Panel Layout

IOS control and display panels shall be designed in accordance with the A
guidelines contained in Appendix B and utilize the abbreviation guidance con-
tained in Appendix C. N

7.4 Display Requirements

In general, displays can be grouped into three categories: (1) status
displays, (2) plot displays and (3) control displays. Menus are considered
control displays. Appendix C contains samples of display pages and lessons
learned. 0

A critical consideration for displays is that the visual parameters (e.g.,
size, brightness, and contrast) must permit their use under the ambient lighting
conditions at the IOS (when the display is used) and with the instructor at
his/her normal operating position.

1. Status displays. Status displays present. information on the state of' a
subsystem, and as such, the information's significance to the instructor varies.
with the role of the subsystem at the. moment . For example, aircraft. conl'igura-

tion data are ot prime importance in the approach to landing, but not during the
cruise phase of Fl ight. "fati o/N.\ID S channel/t'reqiuency data are imnlxrtant
throughout the mission. (ri'iiures data are used only when the par'tiular 5
pro(.(duro is being conductd. e Thus, s tatts data vary in importance and us,

during the training ,ent . Status, display.- are also reqi Tred tor trainer
subsyst,(ms- su-h as -ontr' I Ilairig, an(d motion and visuial subsystems Final I, "
a status" display of key oard ent rv is needed 1. e. , an ' (ho oft, Vebard-

actions for revi ew prior to ,omputpr iriplt.

%St atus Hi 1 )laYs; ("U1n c(i&st t iuirie(' ,1i0 ion rejpeatf'r CkIId' It i

displays ranging from graphic port rayn s of di spl;i.s t, a]pharurlm 1i' di ,- hii ,

data. Combinat ions are of ten us ,, i.t h graphic pres.('nt a en Tf I I 4ht di I-

plays, for e\ampl , ard aI phaniimt , " i t , s'rtat lIt I h t (' ()h/cIit rT', I,(t I s

Intorniat ion twhich must- he, (i5 1i pvid merit iniiieiily -liuiiuII t, div-,II ;m tt 4~ S
each status page, and on each plt display which t.il I h' usediit irIls- uj.,t,.

displays provide the infor 7r ton.) ig re 1e ) di cst't.; the % I'emut ,t :i ty I .i

CTr display page wh ihch a(' (r(nrxat.'s t he ff'tr rng dat a me.. .r t .'r. t

N ~~ ~ ~ ~ ; N:tNt-NN N
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Graphics of cockpit displays and control panels, and graphs of student "{ -".
system performance, are considered status displays.

2. Plot display. Plot displays present position data in graphics format.
Typical plot displays are two-dimensional projections such as cross-country
maps, approach/departure plates, and tactical plots and three-dimensional
projections of aircraft position in space. They should have the following
characteristics: "*"

a. Plot coordinates shall be indicated if the instructor is required
to use the display in order to estimate position location for resetting, for
vectoring, or for position error estimation.

b. Decluttering options shall be provided where display density can
obscure needed information. S

c. Track and variable track erase options are required.

3. Control displays. Control displays are used to present information on
control options. If implemented as touch panels or light pens, for example,
they also provide the means for implementing the control action. S

a. Control displays shall group related control functions on the same
displays.

b. Control inputs must automatically update all displays which are

affected by the input. 0

c. Indications of control state shall follow the same guidelines used
for labeling and abbreviations (Appendices B and C), especially in adhering to
weapon system and aviation terminology, not engineering or software terms.

d. Use of a single number or letter to indicate state or condition r
shall be avoided.

e. Control page options should be specific to the training course and
phase or stage of the mission. The user should not be presented with unrelated
control options and pages. @

f. If menus are used to index display pages, the following guidelines
should be applied:

e The number of items on a menu should be limited as a function of
the meaningfulness of the options. For example, if the options cannot be
categorized (in instructor terms) or are presented in random fashion, the number
of options per page should be limited, probably to less than 10. If the menu
page(s) can be categorized, the number of entries per page can be significantly
greater--as high as 50 or 60, as long as the number of options under each
category is limited to about 8 to 10. Trade-off analysis of the number of
entries and number of pages required must be made to minimize access time.

* Menu pages should not require scrolling to view the entire page;
i.e., the page must be complete as displayed.
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9 Options for experienced users to circumvent the menu implementa-
tion must be provided. 

W
I

o Menus should be relevant to the phase of mission involved.
Selections and options that are not usable in the existing phase or mode should
be transparent to the user. For example, weapons-delivery-related pages should
not show on menus used for instrument flight training phases, and only those 0.
malfunctions related to the phase of flight being trained should be indexed.

7.5 Controls Requirements

In general controls shall be selected to provide the instructor the most
direct and natural means for implementing actions. Keyboards are not optimum,
especially for operational instructor personnel, since keyboards require some
experience and training with QWRT-type keyboards to be efficiently employed.
Control options should, in general, not require that the instructor time-share 00
his/her vision between the display being monitored and the control panel(s)
being used. Thus, touch panel displays and cursor controls are superior to
function keys and keyboards. Light pens are, in general, unsatisfactory, since

they typical ly require fairly precise positioning, thus demanding eye-hand
coordination which can be disruptive of trainee monitoring. For example,
precise timing of inputs can be difficult, especially where pages must be
accessed to display the option to be designated with the light pen. ,-%

The tol lowing general guidelines should be followed:

1. Plehanical control actuation shall be in accordance with MIL-STD-1472.

2. Control labeling shall be in accordance with Appendices B and C.
Redundant switch labeling shall be avoided.

:3. Instructor control of systems and subsystems shall be training-oriented,
not system-operation-oriented. For example, motion system controls should be
limited to an ON/OFF control, with indicators of system state (e.g., RFA)Y) if
rcqx i red.."

4. M(-hanical tontrol labels should be illuminated (preferably back-light.-
, d) for orn-thoard IOSs and remote loSs if reduced lighting is utilized to meet.
viewing requirements. The light. level should brighten when the control is S
activated. l inking of the i llumination can he used to indicate a transition
state for the function selet.€i'

5. Posit ive, rapid identit'icat.ion of the state of the control is essen-
'" t id l , -

G. (ont rol inputs should not result in apparent display/system "hang-up";
i.e., the control input should not result. in any noticeable display or training

freeze whi Ie the input is b in g proeessed.

T . t; C 'rat i Fat-tir e equi rements

Operating feat.ures were defined as l(0 design featuros w.hiwh unburden the
instructor and enhance the operation of the trainer in terms of simulation
implementat ion. \ wide variety of' features have ben implemented iri exist ing

N N%
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trainers. The options are limited only in terms of technological capability,
training effectiveness, and cost. Operational features are not IOS-characteris- __k

tic-dependent in general. Among the features which have proven effective are -
the following:

. 4.,

1. Crash Override. Crash override is routinely used by instructors in
most ATDs. Usage data indicate it should be designed as the default condition,
mainly because in existing designs, the task of recovering from a crash has
been difficult and far from user-friendly. Design of a "crash" which could be
recovered from or removed without requiring reinitializing the trainer and
which would permit use of the instructional features of reset, replay, and hard
copy is needed and could result in more extensive use of the "crash" feature. -

2. Event Manual Stack. Many training mission simulations can be initiated
only in response to trainee actions and performance. This holds true, for S
example, for malfunctions, threats, traffic control, and environment changes.
This feature provides the instructor the option to create a "stack" of selected
inputs, which can then be implemented in sequence (with override) by means of a
simple insert action. This is faster and easier than accessing menus and
inputting each variable independently.

3. Flag Set. The option to "tag" for future use a location in the simula-
tion exercise as it is conducted is required, whether it be for reset or for
playback or for debriefing. Since the point at which the flag can be set is
typically when the consequences are obvious, the flag should have a selectable
preset increment which in effect moves the flag back in simulation time to the
triggering factors. The default condition should be set at about a negative 5
seconds. The number of flags possible should be unlimited, or at least four
per hour of simulation time. A means for tagging the flags in sequence is
necessary. ".

4. Controller Models. Controller inputs play a major role in most training
scenarios including, for example, ground-control approach (GLA) controllers,
tower and ground controllers, traffic controllers, and tactical controllers.
Instructors are required to provide the inputs not simulated by the
computer system. Models of controllers can provide cues either to the IOS for
manual output or to a speech generation system for automatic output. If automa-
ted, options for instructor override should be provided by an alerting system,
with sufficient time for the instructor to cancel the output. 0

5. Freeze. Freeze of the simulation is commonly provided on trainers. It
is considered an operating feature since it. permits stopping and restarting of
the simulation without reinitializing the trainer.

6. Instructor Aid (HELP). A programmed help feature should be provided
for the instructor/operator. The feature should function in all modes and be
associated with topics and control inputs (e.g., the option to press HELP,
followed by entry of either a topic or a control input).

7. Instructor ICS. A trainer intercommunications system is required which
permits the instructor to talk privately with trainees, other instructors, and
maintenance personnel.
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8. Adversary Models. Most tactical mission training scenarios include -
adversary systems, from radars and jammers to fighters. In the absence of _

models, the instructor is required to manually simulate the adversary actions.
Models for automatic control of adversary activity, with the option (and alerts)

for instructor override, are needed. Model characteristics should be select-

able, from easy to difficult in ternms of trainee task, to match the training
scenario being implemented. %

9. Malfunction. Although often treated as an instructional feature, the
control of malfunction simulation is a control feature inasmuch as its mechani- ..

zation unburdens the instructor. Whether automated or manually implemented,
malfunction simulation must be constrained to the requirements of the training
program and the specific mission involved. Instructors do not have the time to
search through hundreds of malfunctions to identify the one desired. The -

implementation involves three requirements: 5

a. The malfunction must be named in operational terms, not design

terms and must reflect the characteristics meaningful to training.

b. The malfunction options presented to the instructor should be

filed by phase of flight/mission. Only those malfunctions feasible for each 0
phase should be displayed; all others should be transparent. Thus, ground start
malfunctions should appear in the index only during ground operations, and in- "
flight malfunctions only during in-flight. The objective is to constrain the
options presented the instructor to a usable set for the timeframe available.

c. Malfunctions should be self-correcting in the same sense that they
would be during actual flight; i.e., the malfunction will disappear if the

trainee takes an action that would be correctly performed in the aircraft.

d. Malfunctions should become compounded in the same way as in the
aircraft if corrective action is not taken or is delayed.

e. Options for automated malfunctions should be provided if meaningful-

"triggers" can be provided. The use of irrelevant triggers has in the past

diminished the acceptance of the feature. For example, mission or training
elapsed time, altitude, airspeed, etc. have proven unsatisfactory. Logical
statements can be used if the implementation is kept simple and in instructor

terms. An alert with instructor override must be provided. ,

10. Programmed Mission. Programmed training missions can provide the
instructor the maximum time to observe and evaluate trainee/crew performance.

They also provide the opportunity for employing performance measurement and
related instructional aids. To be accepted, the mission must be capable of
being modified on-line by the instructor, to adapt the mission to the particular 0
training objectives and training approach used by the instructor. Typically

this has been implemented by having the terminal conditions of a mission segment
or leg become the initial conditions for the next leg. Each leg should have
its own automated controller, tactical, and malfunctions options. The condi-
tions of each leg should be modifiable by the instructor on-line prior to

training.

11. Reset. The reset feature provides the capability for re-initializing
the simulation to a specified set of initial conditions; e.g., a preprogrammed
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set or a set defined by a "flag" during the training event. Preprogrammed sets
include the initial set and the set for any of the programmed segments/legs.

The feature simplifies the trainer initialization task.

12. Speech Generation. Control task simulation can be automated through I.

the use of speech generation techniques. The options range from analog record-
p ings to digital speech synthesis. The feature provides for the output of

stored messages by means of "triggers" or as a function of controller models.
It can also be used for background communications; i.e., radio communications
between other platforms operating on the same channel/frequency.

13. Speech Understanding. Speech recognition/understanding provides a
control implementation option which can respond to voice inputs by either the
trainee or the instructor. Because system and tactical communications are very
constrained in vocabulary and syntax, recognition algorithms might be used to
control the simulation.

The application of control features to simulation-based training is a
function of the training strategy and the level of training. Table 2 outlines
typical as well as potential uses of control features as a function of mode of
training. As can be seen, the tutor mode of training may not require extensive

operational mechanization.

Table 2. Control Features by Mode of Training

Feature Tutor I Interactive Monitor

Crash Override x x
Event Manual Stack x x

* * I

Flag Set x x
Controllers Models I x x
Freeze x x

Help x I x x
ICS xx
Adversary Models x x
Malfunction x I X x

Programmed Missions'I x x
Voice Output x X
Voice Input x x

- . .. . . . . . ... ..

Table 3 summarizes the operating features by training course level based on
current utilization and potential applications.

As would be expected, qualification training, which involves the more
complex training missions, utilizes the majority of feasible operating func-
tions.

7.7 Instructional Feature Requirements

Instructional features include those design implementations which unburden
and enhance the trainer instructor's role in teaching trainees. The features
include, but are not limited to, the following:
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Table 3. Control Features by Training Level

Feature IQT OT Continuation Upgrade A

Crash Override X i x I ".,
Event Manual Stack x I x x

Flag Set x x x x
Controllers Models x x x -x
Freeze x x x .

Help ix x x x 'S

ICS x x x
Adversary Models x x
Malfunctions x x x x
Programmed Missions x x
Voice Output x x x XI
Voice Input x x x,

1. Auto-Freeze Envelope. The automatic freeze feature freezes the trainer
whenever a pre-established parameter threshold is breached. The feature reduces •
the monitoring burden of the instructor to the extent that. parameters and
requirements of concern can be defined. A means for activation and editing of
the envelope by the instructor is required. .'.,

2. Automated Syllabus. An automatic syllabus provides for identification
of the next training mission and initialization of the trainer to that event,

given the identification of the trainee. It assumes that. trainee data for at
least trainer events are maintained by the trainer computer system. The cap-
ability for instructor preview and override of designated training events must
be provided.

3. Briefing. The briefing feature provides for the use of trainer-stored

data for the trainee briefing. This can range from demonstrations, to recorded
previous training performance, to mission preview. A separate "lOs" in the

briefing area is required. It is necessary that trainer operation in the
"background" mode not conflict with simulation training. Briefing
features for the ICX9 may include the following:

Freeze

* Reset . '"
* R&eplay
" Controller models %

" Programmed missions
* Communications recordings
" Hard Copy
" Programmed Flight %
" lemonstrat ions
" Help

4. Communications Recording. Recording of radtio communications is ut.i ized 7.V %
to train voice proxedures, as well as to enhance f'eed*Ack and debriefing. Both
analog and digital recording methods have been tit i Iizd. Digital recording is "
more user-friendly, providing that. it, is synchronized with replay options and

,1() %
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flags can be set for replay. Activation should I, at the instructor's opt ion, ,.
except where integrated with a simulation recording capability. tise of an in-
dependent tape recorder is unsatisfactory in terms of operat ion and synchro-
nization with replay. ,

5. Debrief. The debrief feature provides for use of the simulation train-
ing data for the debrief function. The typical options include selected replay, %
demonstrations, performance measurement displays;, and mission r'e% iew. A sepa-
rate "lOS" is required, with displays for trainee viewing. The option must be
usable simultaneously with training operations. Similar options to those
identified for the briefing feature should be provided.

6. Demonstration/Replay. Replay of recordet simulationr events (an be u.',-ed %
both for demonstration and for feedback for the trainee. A means For flagging J%
or identifying the time periodi to be useid is re(tuiried. Fixed time period.-; hav-
been used but must be tailored to t.he trainirng mission. Selectable record ano
save periods must be implemented s,.h that. the i ist tu-tor can [i i I i te the
capability without. degrading ongo i ng inst r'uct ion performance.

7. Fnvi ronment. Mxdi ficat ion. The capabi Ii y. to mxii fy t he mi si on eni ron-
ment during training includes moifying both the vistal as 1,;lt1 as the geophysi- 0
cal and warfare environment. 'he t'at ore should provide for graceful, rather
than abrupt changes, given ani instructor input.. Interdefpendent changes shouild -, %

be automatic; i.e., a change on any environmental parameter should automatically
make changes to other related enxironment parameters, including those for other
systems such as- visual or mot ion. ,.

* 8. Hard Copy. Printer out put of data including display pages, mission
data, performance data, parameter monitoring data, and plots, for example, will
be provided. The "hard copy" is utilized in real tim f'or te*edak, and post-
mission for debriefing, and can be incorporatfed in the trainee's training file.
To be effective, the hard-copy output must.:

a. Be available in real time, not in an off-line computer mode.
%"%

b. Not, degrade display or simulation performance. (For example,
selection of hard copy of a display page should not freeze the display for a
recognizable period of time.)

c. If black-and-white, provide for shades of gray to roflect color

changes.

9. Initialization. Trainer initialization conditions (W(s) provide for
setting the simulation initial conditions to a pre-defined or stored set of'

parameters. The number of sets which can be effectively used for any mission •

phase will be dependent. upon the level and mode of' training. 1(1', for example,
iill require a wide variety of relatively simple IWs to meet. proc dures and
position training objectives; whereas mission training may require fewer, more e
complex sets to initialize full mission scenarios.

10. Per'formance Diagnos is. The xtent ial '(or on- I i ne sulipport t o analyzing
performance problems exists with pert'(rmane, measurement , lpr'trnc'f models,
and artificial intel igence appl icat ions. elat ivfly simple algorithms can
identify the onset of' irformance problems. leurist i, med,.'Is ,an assist in
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capitalizing on training experience. Routines have been developed for basic
and i nst rument flight maneuvers ant approaches to landing. The feature can be.
of particular value when training is conducted by contract personnel or by
simulator operators. ,

%A
11. Performance Record ing. Performance re-ording refers to the saving of

selected trainer paramieters over a specit'ied period of' time and at a specified ,.
sampling rate. It. is of marginal use as an instructional feature unless param-
eter recording recommendation.s are marie and some means of reducing the data is
provided. Default sets of parameters for each mission phase should be provided
based on ISI) analyses. Data reduction algorit.hms should be. incorporated which
present to the instructor no more than one page of data for each phase or
segment of the mission sampled. Options for the instructor to override and
modif'y the parameter sets on-I ne are required.

12. Performance Measurement. Performance measurement is distinguished from
performance recording, which only collects data on selected parameters for a
specified period of' time. Performance recording involves no processing of the a,

data other than, for example, computing the percent of time the parameters were
outside of established limits. Performance measurement,on the other hand,

involves data reduction in terms related to training objectives criterion
performance requirements. It. is distinguished from evaluation which is perform-

ed by the instructor; i.e., no interpretation of the results is involved. ,14
Performance measurement design requires application of the results of the ISD "
efforts to structure performance measurement applications. Performance criteria ',

are developed as part of the task analysis conducted during the ISD effort. In -
addition, the conditions under which the task must be. performed are also iden-
tified. These can be utilized for designing automated performance monitoring .-

and measurement. The objective is to provide the instructor with quantitative
data on trainee performance relative to the specific training objectives. .%

13. Procedures Monitor. The capability of monitoring normal and emergency
procedures has been implemented on many trainers. The monitor feature includes 5
identifying completion and the sequence of completion. The display is typically
a list of the actions which must be completed, and the sequence of completion.
Identification of' .he crevwiember completing the action must be possible where
more than one cr'-vinember is involved. Actions that cannot be monitored must be
ident i fled.

Since proceJures can and do change, a means for modifying the monitoring
feature, m us -t be provided. It. must be- usable at. the operator level, preferably
at the experienced instructor/operator level. This includes the capability of
adding and deleting a(,tions and changing the sequence.

1.. Replay. Replay provides the capability of reviewing for the trainee at •
t.he trainev station a portion or all of the simulation completed. The feature
is also used for creating demonstrations. All trainee displays and indicators
and controls (as f'easible and required) are driven during the replay. The %
foature is best implemented with automatic continuous recording of the simula- -

tion, with an instruc_,tor option to "flag" sections for subsequent replay, or to
replay a selected period up to the point. at. which the trainer was frozen or
replay selected. The replay period needed varies with the type of training
involved. ISD data should be used to identify required replay characteristics
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based on training tasks and objectives. In general, replay options will be
relatively short in terms of the training period....

The procedure for using replay must be simple and rapidly executed.

Lengthy reset times and complex procedures will not be tolerated by instructors.
A "flag" approach should be used to indicate the start of the period to be
saved and a subsequent flag or "stop" control, to indicate the end of the period

to be saved. The start flag should add a variable increment. of time, since the ..

pressing of the flag by the instructor is generally seconds after the onset of
the problem to be replayed. A default value of about 5 seconds is typically

required in pilot training; however, longer periods wilt be required in tactical
and warfare training. Analysis of' the training problem will be required to
identify the size of a meaningful replay period. Use of mission elapsed time
is a second alternative for saving and replaying. If utilized, mission elapsed
time must be continuously and conspicuously displayed. Fast reverse and forward S
have also been implemented for replay but have proven unsatisfactory because of'
the access time involved.

The following options for terminating the replay should be incorporated:

a. Stop replay and reset to point where replay was initiated. 0

b. Stop replay and initialize trainer for continuing training from

that point in the replay.

c. Stop and replay the same segment again.

d. Save the replay segment for further use in debriefing or training.
Labeling of the segment will be required.

15. Off-Line Replay. Off-line replay provides for accessing designated

replay segments off-line, in the background mode or through a stand-alone
system for debriefing/review purposes. The feature has proven valuable in a
variety of training situations including air combat maneuvering. Off-line
replay must be mechanized so as not to interfere with ongoing training. Options "
to replay instructor displays for the replay period are required. Instructor -.

control of the replay should provide:

a. segment selection in terms of flags or mission time,

b. segment replay, A

c. termination of replay, '",

d. fast forward and backward, and

e. hard-copy selection.

16. Prompting/Cuing. Artificial prompts and cues have been demonstrated to

be of value in training, especially in complex weapon system operation. For
example, prompts concerning the weapon envelope for training in optimum launch .
conditions, estimates of jamming effectiveness for both threats and own system,
aircraft maneuvering envelopes, and control inputs have all been shown to be

effective training features.
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I I Adapt i,,e Ext-ei ses. Recent studies have shown the feasibility of
r(structuririg training exercise automatically based on the trainee's performance
on the t ask. - he alIgor ithm,, utilize pertformance measurement data to trigger
thle atijiist.mritrit in difficulty of the task conditions. Modifications of environ-
mental conidi tions and aircraft parameters have been used to adjust difficulty. ,.p

\pl ~ -t is hiavet-n ~~~imiited to procedures arid position training tasks.

l~bI 1ut r it, tx pen tia i t i lzat ion of instructional features by
va Iin rig -A r-at -g:

r. .

:-t,.e_'. Instructional Features by Training Mode.

F e-3tuie Tutor I Interactive Monitor
_____ ___ ?. .

Auto-Freeze Ix .

Automated Syllabus x x
Brief ing x x
Communications Recording xx
Debrief x x
Demonstration/Replay x x
Evironinent Modification x x x
Hard Copy x x x
Initialization xx
Performance Diagnosis x Ix

Performance Measurement x x
Performance Recording xx
Procedures Monitor x x0
Replay x
Off -Io. l Fe~play X x
P romnrti jri, -' ~in q x
Adapt i-,e Exer, cases x

'Table 5outlines thet potential utilization of instructional features by
lvlof' training. ~

7 .8 Mlanage-ment 1-eat~u:- keui rements

The t rairit-rY mniuagement functions inolude scheduiing ot the trainer and
dtq~1cm(r~t 1 a Iri dat a, inst ructor activity, and t rairner ut ili zation and
sta tus I is usa neenet ri rgdtasse has been imp]lement ed , the

training (it,% ice ('eomputelr (ytean provide support. to the training management
fiirct i orir-. However, the- supyx-,rt. miust riot interfere with the other trai ninig
tmi ct icns, -i id mti it tl herefore- be implemented either in a bac~kground or off-l1ine

'Flip t', I I )w i tig t ra i iti ag manageme-nt. feat ure~s are i n o lved:

I .lrirmer S;tatus kach training event should have a necressary set of
ilaion) re'quiremenrts, and t rainier s;ubsystems associated with it. These dat-a

,h,uild bt, devetloped at, part of the- traininig analys"es. Identi fication of' which
training events, c an he c-onductefd with the current olperat ional configuration of

bei traine r should h*e ava i I able to t he i rist ructor . A trainer go/no-go test for
any t ri it i ng m iss on shou Id be Nmtade ava i lab Ief to tht, inst ructor.

* e~~ 7.1



Table 5. Instructional Features by Level of Trnininq.

Feature I IQT QT Continuation , . -

Auto-Freeze x x X
Automated Syllabus x x
Briefing x x x x
Communications Recording I x x x
Debrief x x x x
Demonstration/Replay x x x
Evironment Modification x x X x

* Hard Copy x x x %
* Initialization x A x e-%

Performance Diagnosis x x x
Performance Measurement x x x x
Performance Recording x x x x

. Procedures Monitor x x x x
_ Replay x x x
' Off-Line Replay x x x x

Prompting/Cuing X
* Adaptive Exercises x

2. Trainer Schedule. Trainer scheduliing can be supp-, t,. i,, t h- off-
line/background mode of the computer system. Algorithms to assist -chedl ing
have been developed and used.

3. Instructor Qualifications. Tracking of instructor training qualifica-
tions and training history should be incorporated into the system to facilitate
scheduling.

4. Trainer Utilization. Trainer utilization reports can be develnped by S
the computer system with inputs from the instructors, technicians, and main-

*. tainers. Unburdening of the instructor in the area of forms completion and
report preparation should be considered an integral part of the instructor

interface.

dI. *•
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GLOSSARY

AFB Air Force Base
AFHRL Air Force Human Resources Laboratory
AF-M Air Force Manual
AFR Air Force Requtation
ATD Aircrew Training Dev ice%
CFT Cockpit Familiarization Tra iner
M'' Cockpit Procedures TIrainer
CRT Cathede-Ray Tlube (Display)
GCA Ground Controlled Approach .ew
ICS Inter-Communication System
10C Instructor/Operator Console
lOIS Instructor/Operator Station
IQT Initial Qualification Training
ISD Instructional System Developm~ent
MAC Military Airlift Commnand
MFD Multi-Function Display -. *

T Mission Trainer%
OF Operational Flight Trainer
prT Part-Task Trainer
QT Qualification Training
R&D Research and Development
SAC Strategic Air Command
SON Statement of Need
UJSAF United States Air Force
WST Weapon System Trainer
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APPENDIX A: TRAINING FUNCTION REQUIREMENTS

The following is a set of training functions developed as part of an
analysis of training device development procedures.'

I. PREPARE FUNCTION

1.1 Identify Session
e aircrew(s)

* scheduled time
* trainer/mockup
* syllabus event
* simulator status

1.2 Assemble Materials
* aircrew training files
* event description

* event scripts
0 scenarios
9 checklists/guides
e initialization data

* data recording sheets
* grade sheets
* simulator utilization sheets
* flight plans, etc.

1.3 Review Data
• aircrew history (e.g., performance problems, weaknesses, training
needs)

* syllabus event (e.g., objectives, criteria, priorities implementa-
tion plans, contingency plans)

a simulator configuration and status

1.4 Develop/Formulate Training Session
a individualize event to meet aircrew needs

a modify initial conditions as necessary
* schedule/program/modify scenario event

e plan controller functions

* plan/develop tactical scenario options
* plan/program performance measurement
e develop contingency plans (e.g., crashes, missed check points,

failed procedures, trainer failures such as fire, loss of communi-

cations)
* outline briefing (e.g., objectives, criteria, procedures,

simulator problems)

. , .5.

. Charles, J. P. (1977, August). Instructor Pilot's Role in Simulation

Training (Phase Ii) (NAVTRAIBIPWEN 76-C-0034-1). Orlando, FL: Naval Training
Equipment Center.
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II. BRIEF FUNCTION .1"

2.1 Brief Aircrew eoui
" planned training evolution
" training objectives
• performance/mission criteria
" simulator emergency procedures
" simulator status/configuration
" communications procedures
" use of instructional features (e.g., freeze, reset)

2.2 Brief Simulator Training Staff
o planned training evolution
* support responsibilities
e emergency procedures .

S
III. INITIALIZE FUNCTION 5.,..J.

3.1 Configure Simulator
" configure simulation system
" configure crew station(s)
" configure IOS

3.2 Initialize Simulator (enter/verify initial conditions)
a airfield location, runway/heading, etc.
* radio/navigation aids, locations, characteristics
o target locations, characteristics, behavior
* environment iicluding weather, altitudes,

temperatures, winds, magnetic variation, etc.
* aircraft configuration
o aircraft position and state
* preprogrammed malfunctions, emergencies
e data monitoring, recording

3.3 Establish Readiness

. aircrew strapped in cockpit

. area secure and safe
0 scripts, scenarios, data sheets, etc. available
S communication check with students

IV. TRAIN FUNCTON

4.1 Control Simulator
o activate simulation
" provide manual simulations (e.g., communications, controller tune-

tions, ground crew functions, "missing" aircrew functions, other
platform functions such as surface threats)

e activate/deactivate emergencies, malfunctions
* select and activate demonstrations

% o set and select replay
% freeze simulator
9 initialize and reset S
* monitor safety of operation
* deactivate trainer at end of session
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4.2 Monitor Performance

* procedures
* technique
* skill level

* simulator performance

4.3 Instruct

* provide feedback 5'

* critique
* correct procedures, errors
Sadvise

4.4 Record
* data for feedback
* data for simulator control (i.e., reset, replay)
* data for debrief
o data for records ,-

V. EVALUATE FUNrION

5. 1 Monitor relevant parameters for segment, phase, task

5.2 Establish if performance is within training performance envelope

5.3 Diagnose problem if performance is inadequate

5.4 Select. instruction technique for remediation 1.'6

5.5 levelop plan and data to implement remediation

5.6 Brief simulator crew and student(s) as required

VI. DIEBRIEF F'1JN(T ION

6. I)ebriet' Student
* organ i ze data co I I ec ted
* assemble debriefing materials (e.g., hard copy)
* review performance problems (replay as required)
* review correct procedures
o outline corrective actions to be taken S

.-

6.2 Debrief Simulator Staff
* review event. implementation problems

* review overall performance
o discuss simulator discrepancies

VII. MANAGE DATA FUNCION

I. A i rerew Data
* prepare grade sheets, training sheets
* prepare training data sheets
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7.2 Simulator System Datae.

9 utilization data sheets
9 discrepancy data sheets :

7.3 Training Data-".,
" problem encountered in event"--'.7

"changes tried, recommended *
" instruction problems, recommendations F N.-%or

VIII. DEVELOP SYLLABUS FUNCTION•

8.1 Identify Changes Required.:'.

8.2 Format Changes '4"

*.- . •

8.3 Implement Changes

8.4 Validate Changes :

IX. TRAIN INSTRUCTO XR FUJNCF1ON ,

9.1 Simulator Operationa

Sconsole familiarization

console operation" ,"
operating procedures

9 syllabus implementation event

9.2 Simulator Training"-,-'" training functions rcmntn

" training techniques %..z
8 evaluation agsRqie
8 simulator instructing

9.3 Simulator Syllabus Development
8 training objectives embedding
9 performance criteria allocation '.-

formatting/programming
Sevaluati onration

support material requirements

9.4 Training Standardization

" event implementation

" performance evaluation.,"
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APPENDIX B: CONTROL AND INDICATOR PANEL DESIGN GUIDELINES

The following guidelines apply to training simulator 10S control and

indicator panel Layout and labeling. MIL-STD 1423 applies and shall be used

for control size, shape, lettering, and indicator colors.

Panel Layout

Simulator controls and indicators shall be functionally grouped in panels.

The layout shall be in terms of control/indicator normal sequential opera-

tion beginning at the top Left of the panel and progressing to the right.
Each new row shall duplicate this arrangement in that the left controls
precede the controls and indicators to the right. Figure B-I outlines the

arrangement.

Cv
F i r s t A c t io n .... ................ ............ .. ..... . . . ... ...... ... . . .

o117 ->o ... > o ---

F~as Acio rs Atio

0

<J...> o ... 0 - >o --> o,_

Last Action--'.-
-->Action Flow .

o Control ""

Figure B-1. Control Panel General Layout.

Indicator Lights

Indicator lights are used to display a state or condition of a subsystem. ....U

The brightness and color of indicator lights are defined in MIL-STD 1423. 0

1. The number of such lights shall be held to a minimum.

2. Redundant or inconsequential lights shall be avoided. For example, an

indicator light shall not be used to show that a CRT is "on." The display

itself serves the same function.

3. Indicator lights shall be designed to show a "fail-safe" condition;

i.e., an indicator light shall show a power-on, not a power-off condition.

4. Warning (red) and caution lights (amber) shall be used only as defined

in MIL-STD 1423. They shall be used for training system functions such as

fire or dangerous motion system malfunction, not for training functions such '

as performance out-of-tolerance or printer out-of-paper.
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5. The following additional utilization of colored indicator lights may be

used:
9 white - control/display identification

* blue - intercommunication active link identification
* green - temporary indication of option selection

6. When associated with the control, an indicator shall be located above 9-I.

the control or grouped in an indicator panel with related lights such as ,'

interlocks or readiness state.

7. Except for warning and caution indications, indicator lights shall only
be used to display states which may continue after actuation and which are not,
obvious to the instructor. Examples are:

I' . radio/intercom selection
* parameter freeze
" automated function state

W 8. The brightness of indicator lights shall be in accordance with MIL-STI)..
1423. The brightness of indicator lights shall be balanced at the console.
If console lighting dimming is provided, the indicator lights (except warning
and caution indicators) shall dim at the same rate. 0

* Controls

. A control includes all means of actuating/inputting functions, whether by Ile.
keyboard function key, switch, or rotary control. The following general

guidelines in addition to those contained in MIL-STD 1472 shall apply: 0

1. All controls should visually, tactually, or aurally indicate actuation.
4".

- 2. Controls shall not be utilized to implement a function which is not
logically an instructor task and which should be implemented with software or

hardware.

3. Control selection shall reflect the function to be performed; i.e.,

switches with capabilities or options beyond those required shall not be
used. For example, a lever lock spring-loaded self-centering switch shall

not be used for a normal on/off function. Controls for variable (continuous)

functions shall also be continuous, not discrete, and vice-versa. S

Labeling

Control and panel labeling shall be held to the minimum. The following

guidelines shall be used:

1. For switches or knobs, the "off" position/state shall be used to label

the function and the "on" position/state shall be labeled appropriately. For

example, the power switch shall be labeled as shown in Figure B-2.

2. Abbreviations shall conform to the concept outlined in Appendix C.

Abbreviations shall be consistent throughout the training simulator panels and S

* documentation. % N
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ON UHF I

(switch) or (switch) or (knob)

POWT RADIO VOL-ME %

NOT:
ON UHF I - ---

(switch) or (switch) or (knob)

OFF OFF < ---------
PO}WER RADIO VOLUME

Figure B-2. Sample Switch Labeling. %

3. labeling shalL be simulated weapon system referenced, not referenced in

software language or hardware terms. 1WS

4. Color-coding shall he limited to no more than 8 colors. Color-coding

may be used for functional identification, not software or hardware iden-

tification.

5. Each functional group of' switches shall be labeled and the area delimi-

ted with lines as utilized in aircraft control panels. For example, the

intercommunication system (1CS) pane[ should be labeled and have boundary

markings as shown in Figure B-3.

C o 0

(C o o o o 0

5 0 0 0 0 .S o o o o .. .

Figure B-3. Control Panel Identification. ,

6. The same syntax shall be used on all panels. For example a verb can be

usod first, fol lowed by a noun or vice-versa:

"CLAR CRASH" or "CRASH CLE R"

"CL EAR MAIF" or "MIALF CLEAR"

The noun-first arrangement is preferred as being more rapidly interpreted.

7. Emergency (immediate action) controls shall have a striped panel back- a
ground in accr-ordanee w i t.h 1 1,-M- 14012 (3 1 .9 ) . '
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4 APPENDIX C: ABBREVIATIONS FOR USE AI lOSs

Abbreviations at trainer simulator lnstructor/(4)erator Stat ions must be
consistent. and in accordlance with MIL-STD-1472, and the fol lowing rules should

be applied in sequence.

1. If an abbreviation is used, it shal l be used throughout the I0S control
and display panels and pages, not. only where spac-e necessitates its use.

2. If feasible, all nonweapon system terms will be spel led out. Weapon

system acronyms and abbreviations as used in the crew station shal I be used at

the lOS.

3. If abbreviations are required, Table C-1 shall be used. Standard ab-
breviations for units of measurement. may be used.

4. To abbreviate words, the following procedure shall be used; however, no

abbreviation may conflict with Table C-I:

a. Four-letter abbreviations are a goal; however, ease of interpreta-

tion is the primary consideration.

b. Abbreviations shall use the phonetic rule; i.e., delete letters

but. retain pronunciation were possible.

c. Single-letter abbreviations will not. be created.

d. Plurals will not. he indicated by adding an "S."

e. The abbreviation will be used for all forms of the word; i.e.,

noun, verb, participle.

Table C-1. Approved 108 Abbreviations

AAA Antiaircraft Artillery

,A1 Air-to-Air Missile

ABS Abso I u te

AC Alternating Current
ACM Air Combat M'xaneuvering
AC'I." Act i ye

ADF Automatic Direction Finder
AD, Advance
AVl Airfield
AGI, Above Ground lveI
A,\1 Air-to-Ground Missile
AIL Aileron

ALGN Align
ALT A l t i tude

ANT Antenna

AITH Approach

AI; Auxiliary Power (;'nit
ASSY Assembly
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Table C-i (Continued)

ATTF Attitude
A'ITK Attack -S

AUO! Automatic
AWLS Allweather Landing System
BARO Barometric
BCN Beacon
BRG Bearing
C/B Circuit Breaker
CAB Cabin
CANL Cancel
CAS Calibrated Airspeed
CEIL Ceiling
CG Center-of-Gravity
CHAN Channel
CKPT Cockpit
CLR Clear .
CLSD Closed
COMM Communication
OOND Condition(s)
OONT Control
CORD Coordinate
CPLT Copilot
CRS Course
CRT Cathode-Ray Tube
CTRL Control
CURR Current
DC Direct Current
DECR Decrease
DEG Degree
DELE Delete
DEMO Demonstrate
DEPR Departure
DIR Direction
DIST Distance
DME Distance Measuring Equipment
DSPL Display
DUR Duration
DWN Down -

E East
ECM Electronic Countermeasures
ELEC Electric/Electronic
ELE' Elevator
ELEV Elevation
F7IER Emergency
ENRT Enroute
ENTR Enter
E P Equipment
ESC Escape
FSS Essential
EW Electronic Warfare
EXT External
F Feet

59 5
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Trable C-I (Continued)

FAC Facility
FCS Fire Control System •
FE Flight Engineer
FLD Field
FLT Flight
FORM Formation %_" FREQ Frequency ,

FRZ Freeze
FUS Fuselage
FWD Forward
G Acceleration
G/S Glideslope
GCA Ground-Controlled Approach
GCI Ground-Controlled Intercept -5,

GEN Generator
GMT Greenwich Mean Time -
GOV Governor 6P

GRND Ground %
GS Ground Speed
HDG Heading 0
HF High Frequency -

HIST History
HR Hour
HSI Horizontal Situation Indicator
HVY Heavy A
HYDR Hydraulic •
IAS Indicated Airspeed
IC Initial Condition
ICS Inter-Communication System
IFF Identification Friend or Foe
ILS Instrument Landing System
I NCR Increase S
IND Indicator
INDX Index .
INIT Initial
INS Inertial Navigation System
INSTR Intructor
INT Internal 0
INTEG Integrated %w

IOC Instructor/Operator Console
IOS Instructor/Operator Station
ISOL Isolation, Isolate
KEYBD Keyboard
KT" Nautical Miles per Hour, Knots S
L Left
LAT Latitude
LDG Landing
LON [ongi tude --

MAC Mean Aerodynamic Chord
MAG Magnetic 0
MALF Malfunction
MAN Manual # low

60
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Table C-i (Continued)

MAX M-axmum %%

MEAS Measurement --

MET Mission Elapsed Time
MFD Multi-Function Display
MIC Microphone
MIN Minute
MINM Minimum
MISC Miscellaneous
MISN Mission
MSG Message
MSTR Master
N North
NAV Navigator, Navigation
NM Nautical Mile
NO. Number
NORM Normal
OAT Outside Air Temperature
OP R Operator, Operating
OVCST Overcast
OVHD Overhead e

OVIT Overheat
OXY Oxygen
PANL Panel
PAR Precision Approach Radar
PCT Percent P

PERF Performance
PlT Pilot % %*

PLYBE Playback ".* ",

POS Position
PRES Pressure
PROB Problem
PWfC Procedure
PRx Program
PROP Propeller
-WR Power
P T Pressure, Wind and Temperature
QMY Quantity
R Right
RAD Radar
RfCVR Receiver
R FQ Request,
RS E Release
RNG Range
RPMI Revo I ut i nns-p~r'-ni nut e

RSVIT Reset.
RUD Rudder
RVR Runway Visual Range
RWY Runway ... %e
RZ Npndezvous
S ,Scnt h

SAM Surfacc-I o-Ai r Mi.si Ie I

61
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C-i r4 .
Table C-1 (Concluded) 4'

SAT Satellite
Sec Second
SEG Segment
SEL Select
SENS Sensor

SGM Surface- to-Ground Missile
SIM Simulator

SPCL Special
SPD Speed
SPKR Speaker
SPLRS Spoilers
SSB Single Sideband

,4 STA Station
STBY Standby
SULM Summary -

SYNC Synchronous/Synchronized
SYS System
T/O Takeoff' .4.4

* TAC TACAN .
TAS True Airspeed
TIIMP Temperature
TlMlY! Throttle
THRT Threat
TRCK Track
TWR Tower
UHF Ultra-High Frequency
kVlL utility
VAL VaIue -
VAR Variation

4 VET Vertical

VHF Very-High Frequency
VIBR Vibration
VIS Visihi I ity'
W West
WMi- S Wheels
W PN Weapon
kvirn"

X-C Cross-Country
XM IT Transmit
XTRK Cross-Track

-4
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Table C-2 lOS Abbreviated Terms

Above Ground Level AGL
Absolute ABS S
Active ACT"
Advance ADV
Aileron ALl,
Air Combat Maneuvering ACM
Air-to-Air Missile AAM
Air-to-Ground Missile AGM .
Airfield AFLD
Align ALGN
All-Weather Landing System AWLS
Alternating Current AC
Altitude ALT
Antenna ANT S
Anti-aircraft Artillery AAA
Approach APCH
Assembly ASSY
Attack AT TK
Attitude ATT
Automatic AUTO S
Automatic Direction Finder ADF
Auxiliary Power Unit APU.
Barometric BARD
Beacon BCN
Bearing BRG
Cabin CAB •
Calibrated Airspeed CAS
Cancel CANL
Cathode-Ray Tube CRT
Ceiling CEIL
Center-of-Gravity CG
Channel CHAN 0
Circuit Breaker C/B
Clear CLR .- •
Closed CLSD
Cockpit CKPTV
Communication (X)MM
Condition(s) COtND 0
Control CONT
Coordinate CORD . ,
Copilot CPLT
Course CRS
Cross-Track XTRK
Cross-Country X-C
Current CI JRR
Decrease DECR
Degree DEG
Delete DELE
Demonstrate DF2O)
Departure DEPR
Direct Current 1X"
Direct ion DIR '

6-
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Table C-2 (Continued)

Display DSPL
Distance Measuring Equipment I)ME
Distance DI ST

Down DWN
Duration DUR

East E
Electric/Electronic ELEC
Electronic Countermeasures ECM
Electronic Warefare EW
Elevation ELEV
Emergency EMER
Enroute ENRT -

Enter ENTR
Equ i pment EQP
Escape ESC
Essential ESST
External EXT
Facility FAC
Feet F
Field FLD S
Fire Control System FCS
Flight FLT
Flight Engineer FE
Formation FORM
Forward FWD
Freeze FRZ S
Frequency FREQ
Fuselage FUS .

Generator GEN .1'
GI ideslope G/S
Governor GOV ION

Greenwich Mean Time GMT •
Ground Speed GS
Ground GRND
Ground-Controlled Intercept GCI
Ground-Controlled Approach GCA
Heading HDG
Heavy HI' 0
High Frequency HF
History HIST
Horizontal Situation Indictor HSI
Hour HR ""
Hydraulic HYDR
Identification Friend or Foe IFF •
Increase I NCR
index I NDX
Indicated Airspeed ]AS
Indicator IND
Inertial Navigation System INS
Initial INIT S
Initial Condition IC
Instructor/Operator Station 10S
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Table C-2 (Continued)

Instructor/Operator Console IOC
Instrument Landing System ILS
Integrated INTEG
Inter-Co inunication System ICS

Internal IFT
Intructor INSTR
Isolation, Isolate ISOL
Keyboard KEYBD
Landing LDG
Latitude LAT d,
Left L ,
Longitude LON
Magnetic MAG
Malfunction MALF
Manual MAN
Master MSTR
Maximum MAXM
Mean Aerodynamic Chord MAC
Measurement MEAS
Message MSG
Microphone MIC
Minimum MINM
Minute MIN
Miscellaneous MISC
Mission MISN
Mission Elapsed Time MET
Multi-Function Display MFD
NauticaL Miles per Hour, Knots KTS
Nautical Mile NM
Navigator, Navigation NAV
Normal NORM
North N
Number NO.
Operator, Operating OPER
Outside Air Temperature OAT
Overeast OVCST
Overhead OVHD 0
Overheat OVHT
Oxygen OXY"
Panel PANL
Percent PCT
Performance PERF
Pilot PLT
Playback PLYBK
Position POS
Power PWR
Precision Approach Radar PAR
Pressure, Wind, and Temperature P.-T
Pressire PRES
Problem PROB
Procedure PROC
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Table C-2 (Continued) %,,

Program PROG
Propeller PROP
Quantity QTY
Radar RAD
Range RNG
Receiver RCVR ',
Release RLSE
Rendezvous RZ
Request REQ
Reset RSET
Revolutions-per-minute RPM
Right R ".
Rudder RUD
Runway RWY
Runway Visual Range RVR
Satellite SAT .'
Second Sec
Segment SEG e..
Select SEL
Sensor SENS -;r_,
Simulator SIm
Single Sideband SSB
South S
Speaker SPKR .
Special SPCL
Speed SPD
Spoilers SPLRS
Standby STBY
Station STA
Summary SUNM 7-?
Surface-to-Air Missile SAM
Synchronous/Synchronized SYNC
System SYS
Tactical TAC
Takeoff T/O
Temperature TEPNip
Threat TIhRT S
Throttle '1RI
Tower ThR
Track TRCK
Transmit XMI T
True Airspeed TAS
Ultra-High Frequency UHF
Utility urIL
Value VAI, 
Variation VAR
Vertical VERT
Very-High Frequency VHF
Vibration V I BR
Visibility VIS
Waypoint WYP"I
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Table C-2 (Concluded)

Weapon WPN 0
West W
Wheels WHIS, d

6.- ....

-. .

sd

S

0

S7i
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APPENDIX D,

DISPLAYS AND LESSONS LEAKNEl)

Background ,

4. %

APPNDI u '. 44-

Surveys of training device displays used in initial qualif'ication and ,
continuation training devices have revealed not only a wide variation in teoh-
nological applications, but also a broad spectrum of user problems w'ith the

displays as mechanized. In general, the exploitation of advanced display
technology has followed engineering and software design exp ertise, rather than
training or instructor interface requirements. The following discussion re-
flets surveys of the major trainers used in the C-130, C-5, C-141, KC-135/K,"[
and B-52 training programs.a

The problems reflect not only problems in application ot advanied te(hnol-

ogy, but equally important, shortcomings in understanding and meet ng training
needs and above all, user characteristics and training program constraints. h
Inadequate trainer documentation has compounded the problem-.

The end result in many cases has been: prg

T . failure to utilize simulation capabilities, oa net o-

2. failure to utilize control features, and a e g n,

3. failure to utilize instructional features. %'

In summary, lack of an effective display interface, coupled with poor .].
documentation and inadequate user training, has limited the cost effctiveness.
of training devices. c eao h cmu dt pbm.

Trainer Displays " -

404

Displays used in training devices can be grouped into three categories:

%

1. Status Displays - displays that present information on the trainer, the

simulated weapon system, and the training event; q

SA4"

2. Plot Displays - displays that present a graphic display of the opera-

tional simulated world in two or three dimensions; and .:

3. Control Displays - displays that present trainer control option-..

Indicator lights, Cfs, mechanical plotters, and instrupents are al Used
to present information In general trainer design has rred in theo diretion
of presenting excessive information, in the anticipation of satisfying all

current and future display requirements, and reflects a general lack of' informa- :.-.
tion requirements analysis. ..

o-o

Lessons IA-arned":'::

The following paragraphs summarize lessons learned in terrms, of' stoatus,.. .,
plot, and control displays. D,

68,.
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Several problems are common to all displays and include:

1. The lack of consistent and meaningful abbreviations. The problems

found frequently included:

" The same abbreviation with different meanings,

" bifferent abbreviations for the same word(s), '.

"F'ailure to follow weapon systems abbreviations, and
" No consistent method for creating abbreviations.

2. Non-standard and inconsistent use of color-coding including:

" Use of red for non-emergency conditions,
" Use of amber for non-caution conditions,

" Use of green for other-than-normal operation state, and
* Inconsistent use of colors such as blue and white.

3. Inconsistent brightening of switch-lights; e.g., sometimes using the %

feature to show the "off" state, sometimes the "on" state.

4. Failure to balance display light levels at the stations.

5. Failure to remove or at least blank control and indicator legends when
no longer required as a result of' modifications.

6. Fai lure to label control panel functions.

7. Us, of redundant labeling on controls and indicators.

8. ('o-locating high-priority displays with low-priority displays.

9. l1,cating maintenance technician displays at the I05.

10. Failure to arrange repeater displays as they are at the crewstation.

Status Displays

Three different approaches have been utilized to meet the requirements for
displaying information relative to the trainer, the simulated weapon system, and
the training event. 'hey reflect display technology history, rather than in-
structor/operator needs. Thus older trainers depend heavily on analog devices;
the next. generation acided alphanumeric displays; and modern trainers depend %
heavily on graphics displays. The graphics displays are often used to simulate %'

analog devices such as needle instruments, but substitute a digital readout in %
place of' the pointer. The implementation is difficult for operational personnel
to use because of the conflict, created; i.e., an apparent, analog of the crew-
station display but. not readable in the same manner. Instead of "reading"
pointer position, the instructor is required to read numbers which may be
changing very rapidly.

Trainer Status. Trainer status displays reflect system status displays in

general and are typified by:

1. Advisory, caution, and warning indicator lights and legend lights.

%4r
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2. Illuminated switch-lights.

Many of the subsystems monitored have no meaning to the instructor/operator.
Figure D-1 is an example of the type of display that. can result. Figure 1)-2 is
another example and also shows the grouping of different control functions from
basic training controls (e.g., freeze) to interlock indicators on the same,.
panel.

.-.

1. Indicators and switches are identical in appearance. For example,
CLEAR AURAL ALARM is a switch, whereas all of the units above it are indicators
(Figure D-l).

2. Illumination of the system status indicators (IJPFR, )ISC, PH101YR, and
ALTO MSG indicates a no-go condition. Most other indicators illuminate when the
function is selected or functioning. Of more importance, none of the computer
systems status lights is required at the instructor console since they are a
maintenance technician function.

Weapon System Status. Weapon system status pages typically present data on
almost any subsystem and associated performance. The displays are engineering-
oriented, not training-or instructor-oriented. They are typified by:

1. Excessive detail; .,

2. Irrelevant information for the training tasks involved; and

3. Grouping of displays by engineering systems, not training tasks. 0

Figure D-3 shows an alphanumeric status display of the hydraulic, air-
conditioning, and pressurization systems of the simulated aircraft. Not only
are the data presented in a unique format compared to the aircraft, they are
presented in different units and labeled differently. Finally, the data are -
displayed in columns, which is typical of operational displays; and little
attempt is made to group the data to facilitate access and interpretation.

Figure D-4 shows a typical graphics solution to weapon system status .

information except that it requires the reading of digital data for what is a
needle position indication in the operating system.

Training Status. The presentation of training status in most existing devices .

is limited to optional printouts of selected parameters. The resulting data are
difficult and time-consuming to interpret. Figure D-5 is a typical parameter
data page. Figure D-6 is an example of a very limited display of procedures.-
monitoring. Such data are not used by instructors.

Weapons delivery scoring data are normally provided, either in digital .
format or graphically for ground practice target areas.

The hit/kill calculations are normally of training value only, since no attempt. . -
is made to solve the complex equations involved.

No displays were found which reflected progress or status in terms f

training objectives or performance criteria.

70
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- .- . .,. . .,. / . . .j .. .. .-. .7- . ..j; ...-.,.....-. - . ...- ..' . b - W .

GtTT 13:04:33 IFS SET NO. 10. .

VARIABLE CURRENT MAXIMUM AVERAGE XOUTTOL

HDG(DEG) N/a N/A N/A N/A
ALT(FT) 1185.3 1213.0 397.5 0.0
ABS ALT H/A N/A N/A N/A
ROT(DPS) N/P N/A N/A N/A C.
IAS(KTS) 148.8 149.9 36.3 79.5
TAS(KTS) N/A N/A N/A N/P
OMG TASD N/a N/A N/A N/A
GLDSLO D N/a N/A H/A N/A
COURSE D 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 A
XTK D-NM N/ N/A N/a N/A
XTK D-YD N/a N/A N/P N/A -

FO XTK-F N/A N/A N/A N/A
FO ITK-F N/A N/A N/A N/A -
V/V(FPM) N/A N/A N/A N/A S,

PTCH qTT 12.6 12.9 2.1 17.9
YAW(DEG) 0.3 44.2 31.9 76.7 -

ELEV-RAT 0.0 0.1 - 0.0 0.0 ,A.

ROB(DEL) 3.8 5.8 0.3 62.8
CBN ALT N/A N/A N/A N/A
c8N-P-WV N/P N/P N/A NIA
CBN-PR-D N,/A N/A H/A H/A
XTK D-KM N/a N/A N/A N/A %
TROI-INL N/A N/P N/A N/A
TRQ2-1NL /Q NZA N/ N/A
TRO3-INL N/P N/P N/A N/-
TR04-INL N/P N/A N/A N/A
TITI-DGC N/P N/A N/A N/A
TIT2-DGC N/A NIP N/A H/A
TIT3-DGC N/A N/A N/A N/A
TIT4-DGC N/A N/A N/A N/A
THRTIRT 98.0 98.0 ZP.9 30.2 ,..

THRT2PT 90.0 90.0 30.3 38.2
.. THRT3RT 90.0 90.0 38.9 38.2
". THRT4RT 90.0 90.0 38.6 30.2

SPECIAL PARAMETERS

GEAR FLAPS
AIR DEFLR DR LDG LTS
RAMP TO ROLL 6348.
LDG ROLL HOLD
NSWHL LIFT I17. THRSHD HT ]
TCWDN IRS TCHDN DIST
TCHDN W CON PRS DIF
TtmDm HDG TIMER 8.

Figure D-5. Example of a Poorly Designed Training Status Data Page.
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Plot Displays

Both two-dimensional and three-dimensional plot displays have been used,

the latter primarily for air combat maneuvering. 'wo-dimensional plots are
either maps or plots of aircraft position in space.

Map Plots. Cross-country maps and tactical plots showing threats and targets
are typically provided. Most exhibit the same type of problems, including:

1. Non-weapon system symbology,

2. No scale (needed for resetting),

J. No compass rose or heading reference (needed for vectoring),

4. Limited decluttering options (needed to resolve overlapping symbology
and alphanumeric data),

5. Limited track erase options (generally all or none), and

6. Poor selection of map scales relative to training tasks.

Figure )-7 and D-8 depict typical cross-country plots.

ILS/GCA Plots. Figure D-9 is a typical ILS/GCA (Instrument Landing System/
Ground Control Approach) plot page which also displays the recommended con-
troller message. Most GCA controller models have been unsatisfactory in that
the message is not sufficiently anticipatory. In general, instructors feel
comfortable in conducting GCAs using these types of displays. -.

Control. Displays

Both CRT and programmable display pushbuttons are included. The more
common ones found in existing trainers are (LRT control pages. L

(RfF Uontrol Pages. Pushbutton keys are generally implemented with CRT display
page access to call the basic control page. Once the control option display
page is shown, a variety of options for implementing the control input have

been used and are discussed in Appendix K. In general:

1. Menu-driven systems have tended -o err to extremes in terms of breadth
and depth of the menu option. Breadth refers to the number of choices on each
page; depth refers to the hierarchical structure or number of levels. Both "
extremes result, in slow and tedious operation, as is oiscussed ir. Appendix E.

2. ihe f'ornat of the menu pages in most existing trainers is not optimum.
.i'gurf, 1)-1O provldes a sample of a menu page which pre7ent.s an excessive nimn -r
f' options in a pxoorly organized format. Aithough some grouping is used, it is

riot displayed as such. Figure D-ll depicts a better-organi, : page.

;. er'mirology often does not. reflect. either the weapon system or opera-

Ii l. %il tuan,tion and control tit le:s are ot'ten not meaningful to instructors.
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Figure D-8. Sample Cross-CounLry PIl.
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N. Ne.

No"-

01 ENG- F PMPS.ENRICH VAL.SOVIGN RLY F MANF PRES SW. lSX SPD) SW

82 ENG- SENS SLJS CONT SFT TITDR VAL.ST CNTRL VALBL A VALBL CK VAL

83 ENG- ACCEL BL VALS.STALLED ST,---------ST DUCT, ST SFT

84 ENG- OPRS PMPS.OLK.OTEMP IND..OIL TEMP,OCLR FLP

85 ENG- OCLR FLP.NTD AMPL.TIT

86 ENG- F FL IND PLJR SUP-TORM.TACH.STP RLY.LUSPD SOL.COMD LVR.THOTFLOL

87 ENG- BRG SEIZURE.GRBX.FIRE.NAC OVHT.TURB OVHT

8 PROP- OFSPD MG.NG FLUCT&MG,LU 0 LGT.PL/,KREG,OVRSPD
89 PROP- SFTY CPLC..NTS,8RK.AUX FEATH rITR..FLS 2/FEATH..UDMLSOVRD BTH.OFs

%. ;w10 PROP- LW P STP CMPRNREV TORO

11 ELECT- EXT AC/DCGEN CRUD FAU-REG-OUT-FLR-CNTOR-OT LGT

12 ELECT- GEN ATM.L/R AC. ESS AC.MN AC.BTRY..BUS TIE N

13 ELECT- MN DC.NESS TR,MN TR.ACI/EFC..PUR XFMRCP INSTR BUS

14 FUEL- F PRES.DMP MST..DMP.XFEED.BVP.PRMR..XFEED SEP VALS

15 FUEL- LW PRES SLJ.EXT LK..F OTY INDS

16 OVHT- OTR WAG,CTR LG.WHL WELL-N UHL UELL.EMPEN,.UG.WW,ATM,.CAR

1? ANTI-I- AI VL.L/E T IND.PR TMR.IDET.SPNRBL.PR LC.NPIT HT.STC PTS

18 PNEU- PRES CONT,OFTLJ&SFTY VALS,RLY,DCOMPNA COND..MANFISOL VAL

19 GTC- DOOROPPRES SU.LD CONT VAL BL A OVRSPDFIRE

28 FLGT CONT- ELEV TM.TM TAB,A/,ELEV TAB IND..AIL

21 HYD- BST PMP.SOVCK VAL.PMP PRES,LK.GRND T VALAUX PMP.PR INDBST SO

22 HYD- DIV VAL.FLP CONT DRIFLP HYD L.ASYM FLPS.FLAP IND

23 LNDG CR- MN FLS.MTR.GR BOX.LK.CONT V.BRK.TIRE.SJ.SOLRLY,P IN.LGT.MS

24 LNDG CR- N CR UP LK N UHL STRNG SHIMMY

25 8RK &. A/S- 8 SEL VAL-,LKD,rITRG VALS.L INE A-'S VAL TEST. TND

Fi&ure ID-l10. Examiple ot Po~r Noai~ Mn ae
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4. Numbers are typically used for control input but are typically of nomeaning and often conflict with parameter numbers. F'or example, runway number,.-
waypoint number, or malfunction number may not be used for entry; rather, a
separate "tist" number is used instead. Thus, to utilize shortcuts, the in-
structor is required to recall a number or read the manual. to identify the
number to enter..

Although definitive data on menu design are not available, existing evi-

dence indicates that well-organized menu pages utilizing categories can exhibit
up to eight and possibly more selections per page.

The use of touchpanels with an icon type of identification presents an
alternative menu option. Figure D-12 depicts a touch panel status and menu
page for cockpit controls. The right corner subpa.ncl functions as the menu
page. Since the screen performs almost all control functions, the number of
pages required is generally more than for key-controlled menu pages. However, S
if designed in user terms, the approach can reduce instructor/operator training N.

requirements.
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APPENDIX E: CONTROLS AND LESSONS LEARNED -,

Background ,

Surveys of training device displays used in initial qualification and ._
continuation training devices have revealed not only a wide variation in tech- .

nological applictions, but also a broad spectrum of user problems. in general, -
the exploitation of advanced control technology has followed engineering and
software design exp~ertise rather than training or instructor interface require-
ments. The f'ollowing discussion reflects surveys of major trainers used in the-'-,
C-130, C-5, C-141, KC-135R, and B-5Z training programs. ..

The problems reflect not only problems in application of advanced te(-hnol-"."
ogy, but equally important, shortcomings in understanding and meeting training•
needs and above all, user characteristics and training program constraints.
Overall poor documentation has compounded the problems.

The end result in many cases has been: am-

1. failure to utilize simulation capabilities,•

2. failure to utilize control features, and "'

*,

3. failure to utilize instructional features•."/k

In summnary, tack of an effective control interface, coupled with poor
documentation and inadequate user training, has limited the cost effectiveness ['_
of S training devices. ei

Trainer Controls -,

The trainers surveyed presented a wide variety of controls and their -

implementation, including standard computer keyboards, various function key,_,-
panels, numeric keypd, light pens, track balls, joysticks and conventional,"'
switches and knobs. The most common devices used were pushbuttons and numeric :e
keypds. In most applications, the controls were used in conjunction with a l%
CT display and the systems were menu-driven. hwe

Controls can be grouped into five categories in terms of the functions
performed. Different ties of cc-ntrols tend to be used for each. The five.the-''.

categories are : -

1. Trainer system controls- e.g., computer, motion, control loading,
visual, sound, a -d "g" systems - t n p r

2T Training controls - eg., initialization, instructional features, and.

exercise control and modificationgraa

nedndaoealue caateitc.adtanigpogaostans

3. Briefing/debriefing - initialization and feedback/debriefing features;

4d Management reord keeping scheduling, and reporting; and etv s

of tainig deices

Trie onrlO'

Thmketanr uvydpeetdawd ait fcnrl n hi
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3. Development - exercise and scenario development and modification.

Lessons Learned

In general, in the same sense that trainer displays tended to present an . .',
excess of information, controls tended to provide a means of controlling any-
thing and everything that was displayed and to provide the control at all times,
ihet.her relevant to the situation or not.. Trainer control implementation has
been I ikened to a pipe organ console in permitting access to all the capabili-
iies ot the sys-tem at. all times.

l'rai ner System ([ontro Is

'rainei system controls include controls for the trainer subsystems such
as tht motion s=ystem, computer system, visual system, "g" system, audio system,
I ight in, system, and an} other system or subsystem of the training device. Only
the controis required b3 the instructor/operator in conducting training should
be inic hided at the 10S.

In general , existing systems tend to include instructor controls for
*-stems ';hi(,h are nor. relate(d to training and controls not required at the 10S.

As a result thi-y (compound the instructor tasks, expand the training required,
Ad o't en ptesent tile possLi hi Iity of "crashing" the system it operated incor- N"

rf-c't I h. Th tot ing guidelines should be tol lowed for system controls:

1. 'No pow;er-up, diagnostics or check-out controls for trainer systems %
shoiuld be located at the 10S. AlL systems required for training should be
,,owerod-r-p and operation veri tied by technician/operator personnel prior to the
inst.ruet.,)r manning of the console.

Controls for trainer system operation should be located at well-designed
console.s for that purpose. If instructor personnel are required to perform
system po;weir-up functions, they should be trained to perform those functions at
the, 'onsoles iVO ved.

2. The totlowirkg system controls are generally required at the lOS.
Howeer, it' no control and adjustment of the system is required during training,
the ('ontrol(s) should not be implemented at. the 10S, unless they are placed
lher'e for safet.y reasons.

a. kme'genriy control. A single control which safely powers down the
training creistation must be provided at. each lOS. Normally, the control will
stop at I simulation programs and simulation systems including motion, visual,

g, anid ,control loading. The mtion platform should he quickly brought. to the
re st ondit.ion. Ci ewstati on general lighting is normally turned on automati-

Ualil 15 .

"ot-: The emergency system control is a manual instructor function and is
not Ivirt of the system res-ponse to catastrophic events such as total power
fai tores, Fire, and accidents--although the instruct or/operator can utilize the
eme-rgonc.y otT cont roI in asso(, at ion wi 1,h such events.

h. 'cot i on s.st.m cont ro .
%%
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* A single indicator should be pr,' ided to ndicate that theP

motion system is ready for operation (i.e., the platform can be erected).

o A single control should be provided to activate and deactivate -
the motion system. State condition shouild be indi(cated.

o Controls for adjusting 'roughness' of ride shuIld he cot loc(ated
with the environment controls, not with the mot i on system ('out ro .

Figure F-1 depicts a typical control panel for mot i n syst em and ,contro l
loading system and illustrates the -omplexity ajd typicai redundancy of v on-
trols and display involved.

c. Control Loading cont rol .

o A separatte control to activate control loading ;hould not nrmal- •
ly be required. It should be activated when the aircraft dynamics program is ILA
loaded.

& No other controls for control loading are n,,rmally required.

d. Visual system control.

* A single activation/deactivation control is required hich
controls the projection of the visual scene.

* Controls for varying the visual scene should be inrcorporat,,d as
appropriate with the environment controls or other simulation controls such as S
the aerial refueling, wealx)ns delivery, and threat controls.

Figures E-2 and E-3 depict typical visual system pai-els and i [lust rat~e
both the complexity of the operation and the degree of compatibility which must'
be established between the trainer environmental control pages and the vi.sual QA"
control panel. (It should be pointed out that. these systems vwere added after
the trainer was built.)

.

e. Sound system.

* A single control for loudness of simulate-d aural effects is
required. 0

* No activation/deactivation control is required. Power should he
applied to the sound system when power is applied to the traiiiee station.

Note: The sound simulation system is distinct from the communication -
simulation system. _

f. "g" system.

None of the trainers surveyed utilized a g-seat or g-suit for ac'celeration
simulation. However, existing 'g" simulation systems incorporate various means
of manipulating the seat pressure applied to simulate forces against, the se at _0
and restraint devices. IMost of the systems have required inputs (ot trainee

87
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Figure E-1. Example of Poorly Designed Motion/Control Loading Panel.
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weight, desired onset threshold (in "g"), excursion limit controls, and pres-
sure-per-g options. It is not clear that. the settings are required.

9 Only a single activation/deactivation control is normally re- --
quired, since the simulation is not utilized for all training cour.ses or events.

* If data inputs are required, they .should b incorpo;rated with the
initial conditions controls.

Note: The g simulation system should be designed to simulate the acceler'-
ation environment. Modification of the simulation by the instructor should not
be required, nor is it desirable since it. degrades the simulation.

Training Controls

Training controls include the means provided to initialiZe, and conduc't aO
training exercise. As pointed out, a wide variety of t&-chniques have, bt-en
used. Regardless of the type of control used, complex control procedures hav-
generally been implemented and reflect. hardware and software orientation rat her
than training. Computer keyboards and programmer-tyTe actions are often used.
Although this approach provides the maximum in control options, the result is
generally a time-consuming process, which requires extensiv e training arid S
practice, particularly for non-programmer personnel.

Decision-action flowcharts of the training implementation task.s "or the ,
trainers surveyed were developed. Samples are appended. The tflow; highlight
the large number of inputs required to implement training functions and the
consequences of errors. 0

Most of the trainers surveyed were menu-driven for training implem.-nlat ioi
and utilized function keys for initial menu access. Editing contl'Ols kon.isti,.
of clear, delete, page forward, scroll, and enter were provided. hach I aier
had a unique function key panel, keypad, and keyboard. Figures E-4 ihrolugh .-.
depict typical trainer keyboards found. Figure E-4 show s a system which ut II-
izes 30 numbered, programmable function keys in connection with function..
numbered on the menu and data pages. As can be seen, all of the keyboards
utilize function keys to access display pages (status, plot and control lages)
and a keypad for numerical data entry and edit.. The Labelid futnction keys
shown in Figure F-4 are also color-coded.

The following problems were found:

1. In almost all cases, data as entered were shown at the bottom of' tie-
display page, which then required an "enter" operation to insert into the data
page and was followed by a second "ent-r' ' oil-ration to insert the revised page
into the program. While data echo may be de. ired in or, hr to reduce erroneous S
inputs, direct editing of data on the page inolved would save unuecessary

"enter" operations.

2. In many cases, no "page hack" option was provided, with the result that
the instructor had to either exit. and recall the display ,.ginning at page one
and page forward to the page desired, or page backw ard thr,)ugh all the- -a. 0
In many cases, such as malfunctions, this can in~olv a large num*-'r of o1Pra-
tions and is unduly time-consuming.
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3. Many systems require preceding zeros to be entered for data, a time-
consuming and unnecessary operation. .A

4. Although shortcut operations were typically implemented, in all cases
they required that the instructor know the numbers to be entered to implement
the desired function. This requires that the instructor either keep a record %
of frequently used codes or utilize a trainer operator's manual. Neither
method is satisfactory.

5. To implement the shortcut operations to avoid using menu indexes, most
trainers require that a "display" key be pressed after the function key has

been depressed. Figure E-9 depicts the type of sequence that results. As can
be seen, it is a time-consuming and cumbersome procedure, especially when the
simulation is running, and presents many possibilities for error. The steps
required to correct an entry error using erase and clear keys is not included.
In no case could the shortcut method be used to edit the data or function to be
entered. Timely entry of' a malfunction, for example, is difficult. In addi-
tion, a display must be used for the operation.

6. In no case was a "help" routine implemented. Any operating problems
required either contacting a technician or utilizing the operator's manual.
None of the trainers surveyed provided storage for manuals used in training. _S
None provided a useful operator's console guide. Only the voluminous operation .

manual (which was typically out of date) could have been used. 'W

7. The function keys on some keyboards were not. illuminated, which posed

identification problems under dim lighting at on-board stations.

8. On some trainers, the keyboard provided no indication of which key had
been pressed, thus requiring use of the display key to identify what function
had been selected.

9. The instructor is required to know on what display page the data and .'

control functions are located. Some pages are utilized for widely disparate
data and functions.

10. In some cases, two different display pages were required to activate
the condition and to view the condition.

11. Communications control mechanization varied widely. In general, none S
was considered "user-friendly" by the instructors. As a result, most of the
capabilities of the system were not used. The instructors operated in the open % r
or active microphone mode. While most communication panels provided an indica- .
tion as to which radio was being used by the trainee, data on frequency or
channel and "in-range" status were displayed only on a CR]', often requiring
selection of a unique page. Output of' control messages by the instructor over •
the correct channel/frequency was typically a time-consuming operation. Figure
E-10 depicts sample communication control panels. ,

12. Hand-held units were commonly utilized for on-board over-the-shoulder
training control. Figure E-11 depicts the unit typically used. Shift keys at
the side of the unit are used to select one of' the multiple functions on each 0
key. The display consists of two lines. The bottom line is always used as the W'
echo. Thus, only one line is available for data display.
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p n general, such units have proven inadequate for training control. Where ,
used, instructors depended on another instructor at a console to provide the
required training implementation and only used the hand-held unit for freezing op
he trainer arnd f'or rnaltfunction insertion and removal. However, the latter use

w~as Jimi10tedx to mialfunc'tion identification numbers that the instructor had NIP~
pijir'pkinne( or remembered. .. 5

l..

13. Control Features. The implementation and usage of control feature is
surmnarized as follows:

a. (,rash override - VI. I trainers provided a crash override feature.
It :as, geerial l used in allI exercises. Therefore, it appears the crash over-
I- III(. shouild Ix. tht. delVaui i cord itioni, with crash simulation being the option. -

it. l'.'erit manual stacki - "ofle ot' the trainers provided a true manual
sto-l tt t  liariroig iufit'orning chariges. Several trainers provided the capability

Of 1lt(1it4z upj to) Five items such as malf'unctions on a single line for simul-
i1' tii-- i it i I n (o r dI-e El on) when the ''enter'' key was depressed.

I kig -set, - None of' the trainers provided the capability for the
ri-,ti iii~j tol irnsert 'flags''fr later use in brief'ing or review.

. ontril ler'moel In general, no controller models were imple-

inert .-dl, wit li4ugh it--ver-al tral ri-r's provided {.A control messages on the display
I , Ir 11- Tst, ot oV oAlt put I ni genier-al , most i nstructors preferred to generate

e.Freezei - AlIf of' the trainers provided a freeze function. Use
:u ir"Idtel v as a tijlrii t i on of' t-irininrg course objectives and individual in-

.'-tilit't'. I-it ,'' was r'ar- Iy uised iin mission training but was frequently used

f'. liistrui'(tor Help - ,one ot' the trainers provided an on-line "help"
tuit ionr. ()no t rai ner inc,,rporated some operation instruction with some of the

g.Inrst ruet o)r 1IS I rIn ercumimnricat i on System) - Al I of' the trainers
I'l\ i(E'(t af sE'1a-ate is.tructi or Ilk S s'v'st em; however i t was rare ly used as de-

grit,'d . (muiriiin i 'tti on bet wet'ri istructors at. remote consoles was generally
dI I't' 'tI il(e sx' t cii w i usedi by on-boa rd oxer-the-shoul der instructors to

'irrrur -t - tIii'-miot h- ist - inst rod or's,. '[he 1(5 was, rareK' used tfor-
rnniir 't o wi'(iithe i nsti'ii('tor and t he studorts. Complex operation of'

rat11 I .in I ( 'S t yp it'a I ly ri-sii I ted i nusE-. of' overrides and open microphone modes.

hi. Ila I fi irit 't i on I risert iori/Remova I . AI I tra iners pr-ovi ded for entering
;ti41ll s rig rmi I I'iiri 't Iuris aIrid e1Mtrg( ncy ' orid it i uris . >lost of' the trai ners 0
pt ()r-o de.t I ;ii opt ioi i fo' aut ormtt (Hi ma I I inet u (ris arid set s of' mial functions. Auto-

n)i t4 irin" I I'i inct i it i, v- t' n r'aret I N , ift' even', used . 'Ihe i nstruct ors , in general,

(tf, ls It -r' t fit, t r-rgE'n>-- i tiadequat 4' arnd f'eel t hat the t imi ng of' malftuncti ons can .
I*-e ~ i )t' iri i ri reu I t iE i x h I lihe i risf r'r( 't or.

i 'r'( )grxrritl "Ii ss it ri. >I,t (of the tr'aitners suirvey-ed prov'ided mulIt i- 0

jilt prtx'aniet is r- .~ir-ct lill Imission train i rig %,as 'oniducited , the caIa-%:
hii Iii-' as, iit ,fI. Iti to'xr , t'&. t the t r i 4 n's- si%,cE' ere iisEXI for m ssion
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training. Many instructors felt the programmed missions , wre too ien d 'int ,lii i,
not provide the instructor the option to tailor the trainirn t( meo the traii- ,.
ee's needs. The programed missions were, howeve' , often (ised to in ia zi.
the trainer, after which it. was used in the mantiaI mode by tht lt <Ior. Ii h
missions provide a rapid and simple means of' inilt iali;ing the, trainetr. Ih,
difficulty of modifying or creating ne, mis n 'ther' i mit th,.hr u.

j. Speech Generation/Un(erstand ring. N n, t t ,  tt ;i t-[, it I i ] -d
this feature, which is just becoming avai kible I1 A(vt.ptahl t qua It y.

14. instructional Features. The implement at i ,ri and fit i I i x;it in ,I' nirvt rut,.-

tional features may be sumffmarized as tol loiws

a. Automatic Freeze. Aut.omAt i 're ,;e ', i I. 11) 1 1 t . fl,,.I t F;i IIl A I II

performance objectives was not ava t I abIe on anIx ,,t' i1 t tra liter ..

b. Automatic SYl labu s. Aul i( iatod -;yl iti ni'i ot iiit'. jxl:itti tl r, ar

any of the trainers. e

c. Briefing and IDehrietfing. None ,t' t h, t ra Iler supf i, V,. I , i';ti . .%

briefing or debriefing, other than pr, ding hard 'opy. %

d•ommuniat ions Recrd. ot eve ra i kr ntrqiipt- 1 ilt.
capability for recording t ra i ner commiin i cat (ons, goner, ily in C ,1()t t i , wI ii ,.it.
simulation recording for demonst r:t i on ov, I pnont . The 'apal i it .as I% It
used.

e. Demonstrat ion. >lny ot' the t.rainer's h;d t lh oaVN it) i I t,. I '; i,,.- 0
oping and recording demonstrat ions . 'The (, apabi 1 ity was riot us,ti in iii .ugllhl

t. Environment >I~ii -atiOn. All of) t.hI I 'ai rs pi' ii,-'h i ti, ,Mitji,- . .9

biIity to modity the environment including the- goophysi'al env I' ,iAi 'i , s k I I I

as the tactical and warfare env i ronment. The 'alabi lit' ias used et ii, i .el1> , .i .

even where the implementat ion was t'imbfrsome to iis'.

g. Hard Copy. %lost of the trainel's p)()\ ilded I hii'lr-('u b t'al(-i' I It .-
However, in almost al.1 cases, hard-'(,opy output cou l l not he a,'('ompl .ht iisi i 1 .1. -

training was complete and the tr'aintr put into an -)tf-I oln mode. in ;u Itl I t 1,, -.

selection of hard copy typically resulted in) the display being troze lot a
short period of time. As a r'esIl t , the ('apthi it\ asI rio well o,; t,) - t i.- t.

Most instructors agreed that. on-I I no, c. lose-at -nand cot,. . u i d kt '(- lj l, I.I
especially for debriet'ing.

h. Perfor-mance Measurement . everal ofI' t he r, a t i - P' i 't - , )i t-
performance measurement capability. In none oft ho t'i-an.-'s was it u.t t,)r-
training.

i. Performance Recording. Y" osl t' t h, t it r s p i- ldtd( a t m ;uis t',,I

recording select.ed parameters, 0-.thr ri terms 0, seot elt('Id -samp Iig1-a e,"

time outside of a preset. toloran'fc han(d. h, ,'apahi lit, ;-,Ua " .I-,,m, it ,\.,.

used. ,O

j. Proc"dures Norn irt)r'. '1(,st of the t rami.,. -; pro i- o d tI . , it ,atl It:
of mon it or ing procedures hy' (Ii splay i rig t hto p' 'et ili re antd t het 'tt1it tl t, 1
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actions were completed. The capability was rarely used at on-board stations,

for several reasons including:

" The procedures were not correct and had not been updated. No

capability for updating of procedures by instructors or operators

was available.

" The instructors preferred to observe the trainees rather than
use the monitor capability.

" The procedures monitor required the use of a CRT which was
required for other functions.

Remote console instructors indicated the need for a monitor feature but
again, generally found it unusable because the procedures were not correct and
could not be readily (and had not been) updated.

k. Replay. Most of the trainers provided some capability for replay A
of the simulation. The most common implementation provided continuous recording
of some limited period of' operation, such as i to 10 minutes. Two implemen- %

tation options were provided: (a) selection of "reset" initialized the trainer
to the beginning of the recorded section; and (b) a portion of the recorded
section could be identified, generally in terms of mission elapsed time, and

saved separately. Use of the feature varied greatly as a tumction of type of
training conducted and individual instructors. ['he feature was used frequently
in part-task training such as approaches and landing, and procedures training. '_
It was rarely used in mission training. The segment-saving procedures were . 4.
generally complex and time-consuming.

1. Prompting/Cuing. Prompts and cues for trainees were not imple-
mented on any of the trainers.

m. Adaptive Training. Adaptive algorithms were not implemented on
any of the trainers.

Briefing/Debriefing Controls , %

None of the trainers supported trainee briefing or debriefing, unless it.
was done at the trainee station. The high utilization of the trainers in.le
general precluded its use for this function.

Management Controls

None of the trainers surveyed supported any aspect of training management
functions. .

Development Controls

Most of the training devices surveyed provided two modes of t.raining, a

preprogrammed or mission mode and a manual mode. The preprogrammed mode provid-
ed for initialization of the trainer and a sequence of segments or legs to be

conducted. Programmed malfunctions were generally available. S
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The manual mode generally provided a variety of initial conditions, with
the option to edit any set. Other training conditions had to implemented
manually. In general, a modified initial condition set could not be saved
permanently. -

None of the trainers surveyed provided a means for instructor or operator
personnel to construct new missions or initial condition sets either on-line or
off-line. As a result, most trainers did not utilize the mission mode as
designed, since the programmed missions provided neither the scenarios desired
nor the flexibility to meet the instructional needs. It should be noted that
most of the trainers surveyed were being used to support initial qualification
training.

Instructor Training

None of the trainers uniquely supported instructor training. Because of S
high utilization, most instructors observed some ongoing training, conducted
some instructing under supervision, and were then qualified.
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APPENDIX F: SAMPLE 10S SPECIFICATION %

c-XX FLIGHT SYSTEM TRAINER -

1.1 This specification covers the requirements for the design of the InstrtK,- .e.

tor/Operator System (IOS) for the C-XX Medium Lift TIranspo~rt Flight System 2
Trainer (FST) and forms a part of the FST Detailed Specification ]
dated.

2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENT'S . "

2.1 The following documents of the issue in effect on the date of the invita- ... '
tion for bids for proposal form a part or" this specit'ication to the extent

specified herein.

Military

a,

MIL-M-18012 Markings for Aircrew Station Displays, Design and -z'
Configuration of.

MIL-T-23991 Training Devices, Military, G~eneral Spxecification for "-%

MIL-C-25050 Colors, Aeronautical Lights and Lighting Equipment, 'P .]

General Specification for .

MIL-C-29025 Coiamunication Systems for Training Devices, General

Specification for .'.

NIL-C-29053 Training Requirements for Aviation Weapon Systems

MIL-S-38039 Systems, Illuminated, Warning, Caution, and Advisor,
General Specirfication for t d g h nr

tIL--H-46855 Hufan Engineering Requirements for Military Systems, -

Equipment and FacilIi ties

MIL-C-81774 Control Panel, Aircraft, General Requirements for... -

Trainer (ST) and 5ormsaanpr oFithed-FiTgDetaighed SpenrScification for___

STANDARDS

Federal %

FED-STD 55 Colors

N..

Military

MIL-STD 1472 Hma Engineering esign Criteria for i litary Systems,

Equipment. and Fac'ilities
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MIL-STD 411 Aircrew Station Signals

MIL-STD 783 Legends For Use in Aircrew Stations and on Airborne -J.
Equi p ent dr

MI L-STI) 203 Aircrew Station Controls and Displays for Fixed Wing "4
Aircraft

MIL-STI) 1333 Aircrew Station Geometry for Military Aircraft

MIL-SI) 721 [Definition of' Effectiveness Terms for Reliability,
Maintainabi lit.y, Human Factors and Safety

t'. S. AIR FOR'E P(,BLICATIONS @

.4' Regulation 50-11 Management of Training Systems

AF Regulation 57-1 Statement of Operational Need (SON)

AF hPegulation 60-12 Planning and Scheduling Aircrews and Equipment

AF Regu lation 800-2 Acquisitioi, Program Management

AF Regulation 51-series - Aircrew Training

(OiTHER PiBIICATIONS

Charles, J. P. (1987). Instructor/operator station (10S) design
guide. AFiIRL-Th-87-32). Wiltiams AFB, AZ: Operation Training
l)ivision, Air Force Human Resources Laboratory.

l)iffrient, N., Tilley, A. R., & Bardagjy, J.C. (1974). Htman scale
1J2/3. Cambridge, MA: NIT Press.

t)itrient, N., Tilley, A R., & Harman, 1). (1981). Human scale 4/5/6.

Galitz, W. 0. (1985). Handbook of screen format design (2nd ed.).
Wellesley Hills, MA: QE) Information Sciences.

kinkauaf, R. G. & Anderson, .J. 1-'t. (198-1) Human Factors Guide for
Nclear Power Plants Control R)om lDevelopment. Palo Alto, CA: -
Electric Power Plant Research Institute. 1984. --

McCormick, E. J. (1976). Human factors engineering (4th ed.). New .- ..

York: '1cGraw-Hi I I. . -.

Morgan, C. T., Chapanis, A., Cook, J. S., 111, & Lund, M. W. (1976). .* .

Hiuan factors in ongjneerigr and design. New York: McGraw Hill.
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3.0 REQWJIREMIENTS

3.1 System Definition

The Instructor/Operator System (1OS) comprises the user interfaces with the %
training simulator system hardware and software of the fli.,jt. system trainer
(FST). It consists of three specialized interfaces:

1. trainer operator interface,

, .
2. training instuctor interface, and %

3. training data management interface.

Each of the interfaces is implemented in terms of a user station which is

provided with the required displays, controls, and work area.

3.1.1 Trainer Operator Station ('TOS). The trainer operator station provides ,

the displays and controls and work area required to operate the simulation and
data base computer system(s), peripherals, and trainer util ity systems.

3.1.2 Instructor Stations (IS). The instructor stations provide the controls,
displays, and work station used by the training instructors to conduct. aircrew
training. Three types of ISs are required for the C-XX WST. These are:

1. Remote Instructor Stations (RISs) - the ISs which are located apart from .

and physically separate from the training cockpit mockup. 0

2. On-Board Instructor Stations (OISs) - the ISs which are located within
the training cockpit mockup. ,.5 

T
.

3. Briefing/Debriefing Instructor Stations (13/DISs) - the ISs which are
located in the aircrew briefing/debriefing spaces and which permit use of S
stored and recorded data for aircrew briefing and debriefing of training mis-
sions/events.

3.1.3 Data Management Station (IM). The data management stat ion providls the
displays, controls and work station required by the simulation training data
manager to utilize the trainer computer system(s) in support ot simulation S
training management. -.'.."

3.1.4. Interface Definition. Three different, user interfaces are required. %..-I

1. T08 Interface - interfaces the '1X)S with the trainer computer an-d uti I ity
systems. It includes the computer operating consoltes and the control paxnels
for the peripherals and utility systems.

2. IS Interface. The IS interface includes:

a. physical interface - the controls, displays, console/table, chair

and other hardware installed at the instructor's normal position during train-
ing.

I "l111 0



b. simulation interface - the functional interface with the simula-
tion system which provides the instructor control over the simulation program
including the motion and visual simulations, aircraft simulations, and environ-
ment simulations.

c. instructional interface - the functional interface with the train-
ing system which provides the instructor control over the instructional features
of the training device from training event preparation and briefing through
training and debriefing and training evaluation.

3. DM5 Interface. The DMS interface consists of a data management terminal
which accesses the training data base and associated application programs to
perform the management functions. The interface must be functional whenever
the computer system is operating and not interfere with ongoing training or a..=
training development operations. S

3.1.5 Major Components. The IOS system will consist of the following com-
ponents: Tanr

1. Trainer Operator Station ,.

2. Instructor Pilot (IP) On-Board Station

3. Instruetor Flight Engineer (IFE) On-Board Station

4. Instructor Pilot. Remote Station

5. Instructor Flight Engineer Remote Station

6. Briefing/Debriefing Station

7. Data Management Station

'ach station will consist of the controls, displays, and subsystem, required to
meet the requirements identified in this specification.

:3.2 I10 Functions

Three different types of 10S functions are required in support of training: a
1. trainer operating functions which include activating the trainer subsys-

tems, loading the operating programs, conducting readiness tests, and config-
uring the system for training. Operating functions are implemented through the -1
trainer control console.

2. instructing functions which implement the instructor interface for
conducting training from briefing to debriefing and training mission/scenario
development. Instructing functions are implemented through the loss.

:. management functions which provide for student tracking; trainer, I
student, and instructor scheduling; and training documentation, including
reports and configuration contrAl. Management functions are implemented through
the trainer operating console or ancillary data terminal.

112
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3.3 IOS Characteristics

The lOS shall be designed to meet the training courses manning, trainee
input, and facility configuration requirements specified in the following
paragraphs.

3.3.1 Training Courses. The trainer will e utilized for four different levels

of training:

1. aircrew Initial Qualification Training (IQT). IQT provides basic

system training leading to mission qualification.

2. aircrew Mission Qualification Training (MQT) and Continuation Training. .-

MQT leads to squadron mission qualification. Continuation training is refresher .

training required to maintain Mission Qualification.

3. aircrew Upgrade Training. Upgrade training provides position upgrade
(e.g., aircraft commander) training including instructor qualification training.

4. tactical mission training consists of special training in the squadron's
mission and special functions and leads to Mission Capable qualification. S

3.3.2 Manning. The trainer interface stations will be. designed to meet the
following trainer manning constraints:

1. Trainer Operator Station. The TOS will be manned by a maintenance
technician who has completed the trainer maintenance course. The trainer 0
operating console manning will consist of one technician during all training

hours.

2. Instructor Stations. The IQT and MT courses will utilize contract .
pilot and flight engineer instructors who have completed the instructor training
course including certification by the squadron STAN/EVAL department. The
contract instructors will be dedicated to instructing on the trainer. The
tactical mission course will utilize USAF Instructor Pilots and Instructor
Flight Engineers. The USAF instructor's training will be limited to a trainer -

familiarization course with no more than 4 hours of hand-s-on training. The in- -v.
structors will be part-time trainer instructors and will also be performing as ..

flight instructors. .0

3. Data Management Stations. The data management terminals will be manned

by squadron Operations Department personnel with responsibilities for schedul-

ing, records management., and training reporting. Training will be limited toa
terminal familiarization course with 2 hours of hands-on experience.

3.3.3 Trainee Input. Trainee input to the courses will consist of the follow-
ing:

1. IQT Course - graduates of the undergraduate pilot. training program, 991
pilots who have not previously flown transport aircraft, and flight engineers

with no qualification in transport aircraft. .

2. MT Course and Continuation Training Courses - graduates of the IQT

course and currently MQ pilots requiring refresher training. §71
113 '
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3. Upgrade Courses - aircrew who have completed the C-XX IQT course and
are mission qualified in the C-XX.

4. Tactical/Special Mission Course - aircrew who are mission qualified.
Completion will result in designation as Mission Capable or a special qualifica-
tion.

3.3.4 Training Strategy. Training strategy refers to the role of the instructor
in implementing training at the ISs. The strategy varies as a function of the
training course. The station design must be tailored to meet the requirements
of the instructional strategy involved.

Three strategies or instructor training modes will be utilized in C-XX
aircrew training courses. 0

1. Tutor Instructor Mode - Initial Qualification Training. IQT will be 0%
conducted in two phases: aircraft transition and basic transport mission
training. Aircraft transition includes basic flight, unusual attitude, con-
fidence maneuvers, and instrmient flight training including airways navigation.
Basic transport missions include point-to-point delivery, aerial drop, and low-
altitude drop training. Validation of normal and emergency operating pro- .4
cedures performance is conducted in both phases. Aircraft transition training
is position training. Transition training is conducted independently for pilots
and flight engineers, with instructor pilots training student pilots and in-
structor flight engineers training student flight engineers. Basic transport ,.
mission training will be conducted with a complete flight deck crew utilizing
both pilot and flight engineer instructors.

The IS for TQT is an on-board station which permits the instructor to tutor
the student in the required tasks. The station will consist of two positions: .1
one will be directly between the two pilots at a "jump seat" with a retractable
work table; the other will be a console directly behind the pilot position and
aligned fore and aft. ta permit. partial viewing of the cockpit from the instruc-
tor's seated position. The jump seat station will incorporate sufficient
trainer controls to implement IQT tr insition training missions. The console
shall contain displays and controls to perform all instructor functions for the
QT course. "

2. Interactive Instructor Mode - Upgrade Training. Upgrade training,
incluiding instructor training, will be conducted with only one instructor; i.e.,
an instructor pilot, for pilot upgrade training and an instructor flight engineer
for flight engineer upgrade training. The on-board station will be utilized
for upgrade training..

3. Monitor instructor mode - Mission Qualification Training. MQT will be
conducted as complete missions from cockpit pre-start inspection to

after-landing checks and with a complete aircrew. Instructor interaction with
the aircrew during training is minimal. The IS will be t.he RIS for both pilot.
and the flight engineer training.

3.3.5 Facility Configuration. The FST will be locat.ed in the trainer support

building. The space consists of a high bay area for mockup location, adjacent
first floor spaces for computer and utility systems, and second floor spaces for

11 14 Ile "
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Srimote instructor stations, briefing/debriefing spaces, and data management
terminals. Figure F-i depicts the spaces involved.

The RIS spaces include a large window area for observing the mockup area.
The RIS is arranged such that the instructor at the RIS can observe the cockpit'
imoikup area to monitor area security and safety from a normal seated position.

A portion of the computer space will be set a-side for a contract, instruct.or
office.

or 3.3.6 TOS Configuration. The trainer operator station is located in the corn-
puter room and consists of the computer operating console and the controls and

displays required for control of the computer system peripherals and the trainer
utility systems (e.g., pneumatics, hydraulics, and electrical). The 'R)S pro-
vides for the trainer operating functions. 7
3.3.7 IS Characteristics. The instructor stations implement. the trainer % -

instructing functions. The following general requirements shall be implemented.

1. Displays must meet the information requirements identified in the
instructor task analysis; the viewing requirements contained in MIL-STI)-1472
Human Engineering Design Criteria for Military Systemis, Equipment and Facili-
ties; and the display and control requirements contained in the Instructor/
Operator Station (10) Design Guide (AFHRL-TR-87-32).

2. Controls shall be arranged in accordance with the Control and Indicator
Panel Design Guidelines contained in the Instructor/Operator Station Design
Guide. Control selection shall meet the control requirements identified in the
task analysis, including operating time and time-sharing constraints.

3. Color-coding of indicator lights and controls shall be in accordance
with MIL-STD-1472 Human Engineering Design Criteria for Military Systems,
Equipment and Facilities; MIL-STD-411 Aircrew Station Signals; and the Instruc-
tor/Operator Station (10S) Design Guide (AFHRL-TR-87-32).

4. Station design shall meet the anthropometric requirements outlined in
MIL-STD-1472 Human Engineering Design Criteria for Military Systems, Equipment.
and Facilities and the Instructor/Operator Station (10S) Design Guide (AF4L-

* TR-87-32). 0

3.3.7.1 Remote Instructor Station. The HIS consists of a console with posi-
tions for the instructor pilot. (IP) and the instructor flight engineer (IFF),
although the console shall be operable by the IP alone. The console will
consist of all displays and controls required to conduct training in the monitor *.-".-

instructor mode or strategy. In addition, (.ontrols for area and console Iight- •
ing and temperature shall be providfe in awi'trdan 'e w ith MI1-S'11)-1472 liiman
Engineering Design Criteria for Military Systems. A printer for training data
hard copy shall be adjacent to the console. An 18-inch work counter shall be
provided. Storage space for the aircraft flight and system manuals, pilot a id

" flight engineer checklists, trainer console optrating guide, trainer lesson
guides and grade sheets shall be providet within standing reach of the instrue- S
tors. The IP and 1FE positions shall be arranged so that each instructor can
utilize all displays and controls required during a training mission from the
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normal seated position. Console legends and abbreviations shall be in accor-
dance with the Abbreviations For Use at IOSs contained in the Instructor/Opera-tor Station (IOS) Design Guide (AFHRL-TR-87-32). -

.N.0

3.3.7.1.1 Displays. Three types of displays are required: (a) plot displays, _
(b) status displays, and (c) system data displays. Plot displays cannot be
time-shared with status or data displays. High-priority displays shall be
located in the central viewing area of the instructor requiring the information.

3.3.7.1.2 Controls. Controls shall be functionally grouped in terms of trainer
operation and training instruction. Trainer operation controls required only
for initializing the trainer at the start of the training mission shall be
placed in a low-priority console area.

3.3.7.2 On-Board Instructor Stations. On-board instructor stations will provide
for two instructor locations, one behind or adjacent to the student (over-the-
shoulder) and one at the on-board console for both the IP and IFE. The instruc-tor chairs will be rail-mounted and movable between the two instructor loca-

tions. The chair will be designed to meet the maximum forces encountered fromthe motion platform and shall be lockable at the two positions and at two

positions in between. The over-the-shoulder position shall optimize the in-
structor's view of the student's displays and control consoles. If required,
the instructor chair shall incorporate elevation options. The over-the-shoulder
position will be used for the tutor instructor mode of training; the console
position, for the interactive mode of training. A means for isolating the
instructor console displays shall be provided to prevent reflections and glare
at the IS or at the aircrew positions, and to isolate instructor displays from 0

the students.

3.3.7.2.1 Displays. The console displays shall include a separate plot display
and a display which can be shared for status and data display. The over-the-
shoulder position shall incorporate displays only of information which is not
directly available by viewing the student position.

S. 3.3.7.2.2 Controls. The console position shall include operating and instruct-

ing controls required to conduct training support. The over-the-shoulder
* position shall include only those operating controls essential for trainer

operation while the exercise is running, instructional feature controls, and

communication controls.

3.3.8 Features. The ISs shall provide both operating and instructing features
" to unburden the instructor and enhance the operation of the trainer and the

quality of the instruction provided. Table F-1 outlines the operating features
required at the IS. The features are described in Section 6.0.

Table F-2 outlines the instructional features required by the IS.

3.3.9 Physical Characteristics. The characteristics of the IOS shall meet the
display and control requirements to implement the training courses and trainingstrategy.

~3.3.10 Reliability. [(OS reliability shall meet the overall flight system

trainer reliability requirements.
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Table F-i. IS Operating Features

On-Board

Feature I RIS Console I Over Shoulder

Crash Override x x x
Manual Stack x x x .

Flag Set x I x

Controller Models x x
Freeze x x x
Help x x o
Malfunctions x x x
Programmed Missions x x
Instructor Tutorial x x

Table F-2. IS Instructing Features -to

On-Board %

Feature RIS Console Over Shoulder

Brief/Debrief x x ,
Communication Record x ,

Cued Communications x. x
Demonstrations x
Environment Change x A%

Flyout x
Hard Copy x x x
Initial Condition Sets x x x
Performance Measurement x x
Performance Record x ""I
Procedures Monitor x x x
Reset x x
Programmed Flight1  x x

Record/Replay x :

1 Programmed actions for missing crewmember.

3.3.11 Maintainability. 10S maintainability -,hall meet the FST maintainability
i-equ i renent.,i.

3.4 Design and Uonstru(t. ion S
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Design of the IOS shall be in accordance with human engineering design
criteria. Construction shall meet the requirements of MIL-T-23991.

i
4.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE

% 4.1 General

The lOS will meet the same quality assurance criteria outlined in the FST

design specification. In addition, the LOS will be tested to training missions
utilizing personnel trained in accordance with the operator, instructor, and
data manager training programs.

4.2 Responsibility for Tests

The USAF will test the operability of each part of the 1OS as part of the S
OT&E.

5.0 PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY

5.1 The provisions of the FST design specification apply.

6.0 NOTES
J:..

6.1 The following definitions for operating and instructing features apply:

6.1.1 BRIEF - provides support to the briefing of the aircrew regarding training
mission objectives, criteria, mission characteristics, training approach, and
safety considerations. The feature is interactive and allows the instructor to
access the relevant data.

6.1.2 CONTROLLER MODELS - provides simulation of human controller functions.
Instructors are typically relied on to provide most human controller inputs to
the student aircrew, to the detriment of their basic instructing function. This S
feature provides for the simulation of the relevant characteristics of air
traffic and other ground controllers, other crewmembers, and friendly air-
craft. RECORDED COMMUNICATIONS and/or SPEECH GFNERATION or CUED COMMUNICATIONS
are needed to effectively implement the feature.

6.1.3 COMMUNICATIONS RECORD - provides for the recording of aircrew communica-
* tions during training for replay either during debrief or by the student as

another type of feedback. It is particularly useful in reviewing crew coordina-
tion, communications procedures and discipline, and audio-related threat data.

6.1.4 CRASH OVERRIDE (ORID) - prevents a "crash" from occurring; i.e., permits
the simulation program to continue flight even though the crash envelope has
been breached.

6.1.5 CUED OMMUNICATIONS (CUE) - provides for the output to the instructor of
prompts for unique communications relevant to the training mission.

6.1.6 DEBRIEF - provides support to the instructor for the debriefing of' the
aircrew following the training session. It normally provides for accessing any
of the instructor displays, as well as specially formatted debriefing displays
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and data. Graphics replay, communications replay, and flag reset features

are generally incorporated. 4.

6.1.7 DEMONSTRATION (RPLY/DEMO)- provides for replay of selected portions of a

training event (or prerecorded demonstrations) for the aircrew in the cockpit

station, with controls and displays repeating the conditions being replayed.

6.1.8 ENVIIRONMENT MODIFICATION (MODS) - permits the instructors to modify the a"

environment (e.g., threat, meteorological, and geographical conditions) while S

the simulation program is running. (Note: changes during the freeze state

involve the use of RESET and/or a modified initial condition (IC).)

6.1.9 FLAG SET (FLAG) - provides the instructor a means of inserting a marker *-.

or flag in the simulation program which c:an be subsequently accessed to identify
a reset. condition, a debriefing point., etc. The feature should include a
selectable initial increment, of time-to be added t~o the reset., since the flag is

normally set when the condition exists rather than when it. began.

6.1.10 FLYOUT (FLY) - provides for unfreezing the trainer from a reset condition

other than an initial conditions set. ., -,

6.1.11 FREEZE/RUN (FRZE) - provides for the freeze and unfreeze of the simula-

tion program (not parameter freeze).

6.1.12 HARDOPY (COPY) - provides for the output of printed copy of a desig-

nated display or formatted data.

6.1.13 INITIALIZE (INIT) - provides for the selection of the simulation program
. initial conditions to either a pre-stored initial and sufficient condition set

(with defaults) or to ICs associated and identified with an addressable training ..

mission event.

6.1.14 INSTRUCTOR AIDS (HELP) -provides multilevel computer gererated instruc-

tional assistance concerning simulation and trainer control options at the

instructor/operator's request. The data are normally provided on an IS display

and accessible while the system is operating in the training mode(s).

6.1.15 INSTRUCTOR ICS (ICS) - provides a selective communications system for

the instructors. Because of the many alternative communication links possible 0
with two instructors, three student aircrew positions, and the simulator/main-
tenance console, the system must provide some means of precluding interruptions

of high-priority communications. At least three priority levels are probably

involved. Low-priority communications should be "storable" for recall when .".,,

time is available, without requiring the sender to repeat the data.

6.1.16 INSTRUCTOR TUTORIAL (OPFTR)- provides a computer-based instructional
program for training instructors in the operation of the trainer.

.% .*'

6.1.17 MALFUNCTION INSERT/REMOVAL (MALF) - provides for the selection and

insertion of a system malfunction(s), either manually or under program control,
and for the cancelling or removal of the malfunction(s) and effects. When
automated, an alert should be provided to the instructor of the impending onset
of a malfunction.
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6.1.18 MANUAL STACK (STAK) - provides for creating a list of events to e ini-
tiated by the instructor. Many training environment and system characteristi.- -, % ,

are modified during flight; some of them preferably are under manual control %
because of the difficulty of defining and setting required "triggers." Yet,

implementing a characteristic such as a malfunction or threat modification, for
example, normally requires accessing relevant data pages and activating the %.%

characteristic from that page. Where display capacity is limited, this may-

involve losing the situation display on which the characteristic is based. The
event manual stack is, in effect, a "scratch pad" which permits the instructor'.
to assemble characteristics which he expects to implement in the near future and
then to activate them by a single control action.

6.1.19 MISSION PROGRAMMING (PROG) - provi des the capabi I i ty of "assembl ing"
and/or modifying programmed missions at the consoles by instructor personnel who
are not trained in programming. %-'

6.1.20 PERFOI4NCE MbASUTRE1*"NT - provides for the collection and processing of
aircrew performance data into a format usable by and meaningful to the instruc-
tor in evaluating airerew performance. The feature reduces the multitude of

data generated by the relevant variables for the training tasks.

6.1.21 PFRFOR IANCE RECORDING (PERR) - provides for the collection and storage
of selected systems parameters such as missile launch parameters, bombing

accuracy and navigation errors, and for output to the instructors, either in -
hard copy or on displays.

6.1.22 PROCEDURES ONITOR (PROC)- provides for the monitoring and display of
systems normal and emergency procedures such as checklists, and the actions
taken by the aircrew relative to the designated procedures.

6.1.23 P1WA"JMEI) FLIGHT (AFC) - provides for automatic flight to support.

non-flight aircrew training; e.g., support to the aircrew station(s) of the WS'F
during independent modes of operation. .'
6.1.24 PROGRAMMED MISSION/EVENT - provides a highly preprogrammed training

mission which frees the instructor to monitor aircrew performance. Interaction

is [imited and is program controlled to preclude the instructor from inducing

environment changes which, for example, are incompatible with later events in .,..

the programmed mission scenario. The missions are normal ly developed to the

detailed requirements of the specific training objectives involved. -

6.1.25 RECORDED CX(iM1'NICA''IONS (?(XkM) - provides for the output. through the
aircrew riommunications system (radio and ICS) of pre-recorded communications,
under either program or manual control.

6.1.26 REPIAY (graphics) (RPI)- provides for a replay of selected instructor

console displays from either the start of the event or from a selected point in

the recorded event. (This should not be confused with dynamic mission replay
for the aircrew in the cockpit, as provided on many trainers.)

6.1.27 RESET (to IC/Mission) (PSET) - reinitialization of a "frozen" simulation

program to the previously selected set. or to a sufficient preprogrammed set of'
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C). 1 .28 SPE(Ht (IENERI'ON (SPH) - pro. ides; voice outputs to the aircrew. Comn-
puiter-,river sp*-.h svr t he.si i ,an pro ,vide support to controller models, as well
as o-jt plt of rout ie- .,oImlimiat ion.s to the airere w regarding the evolution of .P%
1h,- tr;-ining eve.nt. Sup r)t tc, the irstructor ( S feature is a possibility. -
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